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As students of 
Assumption College We 
have learned many 
things about ourselves, 
others, and the World 
around us. We have 
learned to think criti¬ 
cally, use sound 
judgement, and make 
mature decisions. In¬ 
side the classroom, as 
Welt as all about 
campus. We have come 
into contact With 
many individuals who 
have helped shape our 
lives. Fr. BaVe, you are one of these people. Assumption College is truly blessed each 
day by your presence, j/ou have helped form Christ in each of us by being more than a 
priest, more than a professor, and more than an administrator, l/ou are our friend, you 
have a special Way of educating young people and have served as a source of inspira¬ 
tion, leading us to believe in ourselves. 
/4s a member of Assumption’s Class of 1979, this marks the 20th anniversary of 
your graduation. Since then you have become a profound professor of history, a faithful 
advisor to the Student Government Association, a tireless administrator, and have 
taught the Assumption community the importance of "Waking Up" to the 7pm mass, 
l/our ability to be present both in our academic and student life experience reflects your 
Versatility and dedication to the school. Very few individuals have ever been such a 
positive influence on a college campus. We thank you (or your patience, kindness, and 
loVe. To you F.D., the Class of 1999 dedicates this yearbook. 
God Bless you! 
Laura Ramsdell 
Joseph Parrillo 
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Among the many exciting events that have 
taken place this year,; none have been as exciting 
as the welcoming of Assumption s fifteenth 
president. On August 11, 1998, Dr. Thomas 
Plough, his wife Monty, John and Seth two of 
their four sons, and their dog, “Red” departed 
Fargo, North Dakota for their new home at 
Assumption College. 
Since then, the President has settled into 
his new home, welcomed the Freshmen class, 
begun a new academic year, and overseen the 
completion of the Living / Learning Center. 
Throughout his Presidency, Dr. Plough hopes to 
stress the importance of the colleges mission, 
improve the school both 
academically and 
financially, and 
increase the interaction 
between faculty, 
students and 
administration. 
The student body 
congratulates Dr. 
Plough on his first year 
as president of 
Assumption College and 
wishes him many years 
of continued success. 
6 
Dr. Plough and his 
wife held a reception 
for the senior class to 
give the members of 
the class of ‘99 the 
chance to get to 
know Assumptions 
fifteenth president. 
7 
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Administration 
Executive Assistant to the 
President 
Mark Bilotta 
Executive Vice President / Treasurer 
Frank Gurley 
Provost 
Charles Flynn 
Vice President for Student Life 
Richard Christiansen 
Vice President for Religious 
Affairs 
Fr. Roland Guilmain 
Acting Director for Institutional 
Advancement 
Frank McGuire 
9 
Academic Administration 
Dean of Studies Registrar 
Dorothy Laton David Alto 
Library Staff 
Dawn Thistle - Director 
10 
Academic Support 
Center Media Center 
Allen Breuhl - Director 
Mary Driscol - Learning 
Specialist 
Ted Haley - Director 
Tom Burke - Assistant Director 
Admissions 
Kathleen Murphy - Director 
Mary Bresnahan - Director 
11 
Student Life 
Assistant Dean of 
Students 
Student Activities 
Bob Ravenelle 
Student Development/ 
Career Services 
Joe Golia - Student Leadership 
Development 
Brenda Hounsell - Campus 
Activities 
Residential Life 
Neil Castronovo - Director Nancy Crimmin - Director 
12 
Health Services Athletics 
Br. Robert Beaulac - Director 
Wendy O'Leary - Director 
Volunteer Services 
Br. Richard Gagnon - Office 
Assistant 
Rita Castagna -Director 
13 
Institutional Advancement 
Alumni Relations Annual Giving 
Campus Ministry 
Fr. David Gallo - Director 
Meg Lansing - Director 
Holly Ferguson - Assistant 
Director 
Melanie Demarais - Director 
Janet Lambert - Assistant 
Director 
14 
Business Studies 
Gene Diodatti, Saeed Mohaghegh, 
Bill Sadd, Paul Greenough, 
Jeanne McNett, Frank Marino, 
Carol Harvey■ Bill Sullivan, 
Jeff Hunter 
Missing From Photo: Lori Dahlin, 
Joseph Foley, Kathy Hessel, 
William VanLeuvan 
Economics & Global Studies 
George Dolye, Janet Truscott, 
Colleen Fahy, Cecile Charleboise, 
Thomas White, Kevin Hickey\ 
Stuart Lynn 
Missing from Photo: William 
Mosher, Malcolm Asordoorian, 
Demetrius Kantarelis, James 
McCarthy 
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Karen Jahn, Dianne Ouellette, 
Lucia Knoles, Cora Castaldi, 
Paul Ady, Dana Aspinall, David 
Thoreen, Becky DiBiasio, 
Michael O’Shea 
Missing from Photo: Paul 
McGonigle, Tom Puchalsky, 
David Russell, Kathleen Beers, 
Angela Dorenkamp, Gail Duffy, 
Linda Dunleavy, Lisa Kleman, 
Ann Murphy 
Foreign Language 
Magda DeMoor, Dona Kercher, 
Elisabeth Howe, Anthony 
Zielonka, Bonnie Catto, Andrea 
Hamos, Pierre Coudert 
Missing from Photo: George 
Aubin, Irini Cary, Michele 
Davila, Janine Hess, Charlene 
Merithew, George Ryan, Michael 
Sharron, Sarah Sierra, 
Elisabeth Solbakken, Thomas 
Begley, Mary Bierfeldt 
16 
History 
Richard Oehling, John 
McClymner, Kenneth Moynihan, 
Nancy Mancini, Jed Watters, Paw/ 
Ziegler, David Cohen 
Missing from Photo: Leslie 
Choquette, Fr. David Gallo, K. 
Jackson-Lualdi, Peter Leahy, 
Gary Miller, Louis Silveri 
Natural Science 
Brian Niece, Kimberly Schandel, 
Patricia Reisert, Dale Rennell 
Paul Mahon, Brad Lyons, 
Edward Dix, Owen Sholes, 
Thomas Slavkovsky, Allen Barnit, 
Herbert Meunier 
Missing from Photo: Eric Hall, 
Elissa Kraus, Faina Ryvkin, 
Judith Sumner, Steven Theroux, 
Darlene Lindberg, Michael Plesac 
17 
Philosophy 
Patrick Corrigan, Paul Gallagher; 
Lance Richey, Fred Bauer, Tony 
Traylor, Louise Carroll-Keely, 
Jeanne Gallagher 
Missing from Photo: Duane 
Berquist 
Psychology 
Thomas Boone, Maria Kalipodou, 
Paula Fitzpatrick, Arlene Vadum, 
Regina Edmonds, Elaine Scorpio 
Missing from Photo: Leonard 
Doerfler, Edmund ORielly, Neil 
Rankin, George Scarlett, Peter 
Toscano, Paul Sanderson 
Social Sc Rehabilitation Sen/ices 
Fred McGinn, Charles Stuart, Fr. 
Terrance Dougherty, John Pelletier; 
Jack Moline, William Talley, 
Geraldine Hansen, David St.John, 
Susan Scully, Susan Sabelli, 
Lance Carluccio 
Missing from Photo: Stephen 
Campiglio, George Elias, Ellen 
Goguen, Oscar Harrell, Meg 
Osgood, Richard Raymond, David 
Siddle, Cindy Washburne 
Sociology Sc Anthropology 
Susan Melia, Sarah Kemp, Robert 
Biggert, Richard Gendron, Phillip 
Barrett-Gullion, Amy Gazin- 
Schwartz 
Missing from Photo: Charles 
Estus, Todd Robbins 
19 
Fr. Andre Dargis, Gerald 
McCarthy, Fr Roger Corriueau, 
Marc LePain, Sr Therese Duross, 
Sr Ellen Guerin, Sr Nuala Cotter 
Missing from Photo: Brian 
Benestad, Diane McGuire, Wayne 
Rollins 

AC Band 
Ray Kane - President Christina Barbosa - President 
A C Chorale 
Cheerleaders 
Althea Stevens - Captain 
Meredith Doherty - Captain 
22 
Campus Activities Board 
Kaitie Stoehrer - Chair 
Susan Papik - Co-Chair 
Crista Lambert - Secretary 
Cara Lambert - Treasurer 
Jay Patnode - Advertising 
Cheryl Colarusso - Advertising 
Ryan Tripp - Coffeehouse 
Crissy Wright- Comedy 
Mark Drouin - Concerts 
Paula Higgins - Films 
John Barata - Siblings Weekend 
Erin Jones - Siblings Weekend 
Jennifer LaPointe - Siblings Weekend 
Kristen Watson - Special Events 
Kerry Connolly - PAW 
Leadership Circle 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Ray Kane - 
President 
Cara Lambert - 
Vice President 
Jennifer Wood - 
Secretary 
Psychology 
Club 
Social 
Rehab Club 
Meredith Miller - President 
Jennifer Koback - Officer 
April Gentes - President 
Nancy Fairweather - Vice President 
Adam Mazzadra - Treasurer 
Joy Sampson - Secretary 
S.T.A. K. T. 
Students Talking About Religious Topics 
Erin Jones - President 
24 
Peer Tutor Club 
Keith Forcier - President 
Marybeth Fraser - Head Tutor 
Tammy Ives - Head Tutor 
Kevin Luperchio - President 
Keri Jackson - Vice President 
Laura Raymond - Treasurer 
Abbey Dick - Secretary 
Steve Martin - Co-Executive 
Chrissy Veltri - Co-Executive 
Maribeth McNulty - Co-Executive 
25 
Le Provocateur The Phoenix 
Brandy O’Brien - Editor-in-Chief 
Eileen Cusak - Assistant Editor 
Greg Parker - Staff Executive 
Ed Gaffney - Business Manager 
Jeff Levis - Business Manager 
Abbey Dick - Editor-in-Chief 
Greg Parker - Art Editor 
Heights Yearbook 
Kristen Klimaj - 
Editor-in-Chief 
Kara Codinha - 
Business Manager 
Kerri Jackson - 
Assistant Editor 
Christine Bergeron - 
Assistant Editor 
26 
Resident 
Assistants 
‘98 Orientation 
Leaders 
Ted Zito - Student Chair 
Laura Ramsdell - Parent Chair 
Michelle Babigian - Parent Leader 
Michael Karigianis - Parent Leader 
Senior Class Gift 
Rob Lambert - 
Chair 
Laura Ramsdell - 
Chair 
27 
Student Government 
Association 
Joe Parillo - 
President 
Jay LaCroix - 
Vice President of 
Student Affairs 
Ali Roffo - 
Vice President of 
Academic Affairs 
Ben Dutton - 
Treasurer 
Nicole St.Gelais - 
Senate Speaker 
28 

Football 
Captains: Nathaniel North 
Edward Andreozzi 
Ben Cutone 
Field Hockey 
Captains: Megan Caci 
Heidi Hanlon 
Michelle Daley 
Jeanne O’Loughlin 
Men’s Soccer 
Captains: Michael Luongo 
John Barata 
Women’s Soccer 
Captains: Katye Hoye 
Judy Brooks 
Captains: Ted Zito 
Jill Anderson 
Captains: Lisa Furbush 
Katie Turant 
Cross Country 
32 
Men's Basketball 
Captains: Andy Neidziecki 
Drew Cooper 
Women's Basketball 
Captains: Stacy Mattioli 
Kathryn Kerr 

Captains: Michelle Daley 
Stephanie DeLucia 
Baseball 
Captains: Kyle Bateman 
Eric Tridenti 
Michael Hargrave 
Softball 
35 
Men's Lacrosse 
Captains: Christopher Snell 
Anthony Niglio 
Andreas Aros 
Women's Lacrosse 
Captains: Karen Shaw 
Patricia lacono 
Tammy Spiro 
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6een... The places 
we’ll go... 
Intramural Winners 
Softball - Weak 
Arena Flag Football - Last Call 
Basketball (Div. I) - Triple Threat 
Basketball (Div II) - Stu’s Militia 
Basketball (Women) - Black Sheep 
3-Point Shoot-out - Jason DuFault 
Sarah Satkevich 
Floor Hockey (Men) - Red Baron’s 
Floor Hockey (Women) - Gang Busters 
Co-Ed Volleyball - Spike-n Block 
Indoor Soccer (Men) - United 
Indoor Soccer (Women) - Hoop Squad 
Whiffleball - Sloppy Noodles 
Shick 3-on-3 Hoops - Ball Bags 
Blacktop Classic - Team Carney 
Stu's Militia 
Basketball (Div II) 
Black Sheep 
Basketball (Women) 
H 
49 
United 
Mens Indoor Soccer 
Sloppy Noodles 
Whiffleball 
50 
Red Baron's 
Mens Floor Hockey 
Weak 
Softball 
51 


The Living Learning Center has become the envy of the campus. The dorn 
is like nothing we have ever seen at Assumption College. 
From new appliances to wooden beds, the LLC is a state of the art facility. 
With six floors, the building has many standout features such as self controlled 
panels for air conditioning in each room, classrooms on three floors, five wheel 
chair accessible units, a function facility and board room. 
However residents must work to stay in the new 
building. Students must complete a year-long project. 
These projects are meant to enrich the lives of stu¬ 
dents beyond the classroom. Projects include history 
of the Olympics, health and fitness, famous novels and 
their movie adaptations, and even dancing. 
Above all, the LLC encourages social, cultural, 
and academic develop- * 
ment and provides I 
students with essential 
living skills they will 
use throughout life. 
Greg Parker 
LeProvocateur Staff 
Executive 
•Wl 
The Living Learning Center 

Bike Across America 
Who would ever think of spending 259 
hours, 50 days, and 3,478 miles on a bike? 
On September 15, 1998, the Assumption 
College Community welcomed home 
someone who did just that. Through crowds 
of students, family and friends who lined the 
campus streets, came Ann McCarron, 
Director of the Plourde Recreation Center, 
our local heroine. 
“My journey didn't just start 
fifty days ago, it started when I 
was seven years old, I took the 
fifty days and wanted to pedal 
across America to help myself 
heal as a victim of child sexual t 
abuse, though more importantly 
to help other victims across 
America heal,” 
said McCarron. 
Bike Across 
America was much 
* ^gZ ■ 
more than an 
individual effort. 
Her dedication to 
this cause should 
be an inspiration 
to all of us to follow 
our dreams and 
work toward our 
goals. 
Laura Ramsdell 
Le Provocateur Staff 
***» u ■ 
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to 
PAW WEEKEND 
I Oct 2-41995 
Parent Alumni 
Weekend kicked off 
Friday', October 2, 1998. 
PAW is a campus- wide 
event sponsored by the 
Campus Activities 
Board, Alumni 
Relations, and various 
other groups around 
campus. It is a way for 
parents to share in their 
child's Assumption 
experience, or at least 
parts of it, and a way 
for Alumni to relive the 
times they once had. 
Jason Patnode 
Le Provocateur Staff 
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Le Provocateur 
Friday; October 16, 
1998, from 11pm to lam in 
Andrew Laska Gymnasium, 
marked the second “Midnight 
Madness ’ at Assumption 
College. It is an event that 
marks the first official practice 
for the winter sports teams. 
This year, Midnight 
Madness was under the 
planning attention of 
Junior Jay LaCroix, Vice 
President of Student Life! 
Affairs. Midnight 
Madness is a way for 
students to come together 
and show support for the 
atheletes. 
Brandy O’Brien 
Editor-in-Chief 
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On various Saturday 
nights throughout the year; 
the students of Assumption 
College gathered in the 
Plourde Recreation Center to 
kick back and party into the 
early hours of the morning. 
Party-goers played hoops, 
hung out with 
their friends and 
enjoyed the fiesta. 
’ent's ounci inner 
£ The President’s Council Dinner was held Ion October 17, 1998. The dinner is a way for 
contributors of Assumption College to meet 
selected students, find 
out what’s going-on on 
campus, and is an I opportunity for the 
Assumption Community 
to thank the donors for 
1 
their generous support. 
63 
On September 17, 
1998, the Student 
Government Association 
sponsored ((Club & 
Activities Day” This 
gave new students 
the opportunity to sample 
some of the different 
clubs and organizations 
on campus. They were 
able to talk to students 
already invloved and 
join the ones they were 
interested in. 
Later students 
enjoyed a barbeque 
sponsored by Marriott 
Services with music 
by Sophomore Class 
Senator, Nick Carfaro. 
.1 
64 
i On Tuesday, December 1, 1998 the 
Assumption College Community gathered 
together to celebrate the commencement of 
the holiday season. The Student Govenment 
Association in 
conjunction with 
'Student Activities 
organized the third 
annual Tree Lighting 
Ceremony for all to 
enjoy. Students were 
not only dazzled by 
the Christamas 
lights, but they 
sang Christmas 
songs and drank 
hot cocoa. 
Allison Coutts 
Jenny Lynch 
i Le Provocateur 
Staff 
Holiday Balt 1998 
On Friday, 
December 4, 1998, 
Assumption students 
arrived at the Holiday 
Inn in Worcester for a 
night of dinner and 
dancing at the Holiday 
Ball. Adorned in 
dresses and suits, the 
students danced the 
night away to their 
favorite tunes, making 
this night 
one to re¬ 
member. 
66 
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On the weekend of February 26, 1999 
Assumption College went uUnder the Big Top!” as CAB 
sponsored its annual Siblings Weekend. The weekend 
began on Friday night with XXL Bingo and the movie “A 
Bug’s Life”. There was a carnival on Saturday with face[ 
painting, tie dying, a ' ___| jj, ^ ^ 
giant slide and more. 
The weekend ended 
with a dinner, and the 
uJim Show,” a jug¬ 
gling and acrobatic 
showcase closing with 
hypnotist Michael 
Anthony. 
Ryan Trip 
Le Provocateur Staff 
VW-b,,,, T 
,«> liL* 
'fcrs 
Siblings' Weekend 
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Saturday, May 17, 
1999, Assumption College 
celebrated the inaugura¬ 
tion of our fifteenth presi¬ 
dent, Dr. Thomas Plough. 
His ceremony included the 
Installation Ceremony, 
Inaugural Mass, dinner at 
Taylor Dinning Hall fol¬ 
lowed by desert and enter¬ 
tainment, fireworks and an 
Inaugural Ball. 
The theme was “Re¬ 
naissance 2000. ” It honors 
our past, present, and fu¬ 
ture as an educational, 
spiritual, and cul¬ 
tural institution as 
we launch toward 
our centennial festi¬ 
val in 2004. 
Deanna Cotes 
Le Provocateur 
V
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Spring Spring Fest ‘99 was held on Friday, April 23, 1999. Tl 
concert had musical acts 
including Alan Beaconsfield 
Band, Rustic Overtones and 
the main attraction: m< 
Comedian Butch Bradk 
hosted & entertained it 
audience and left peopl 
with a lot to talk about 
afterwards. 
Greg Parker 
Staff Executive 

The second Junior 
class fund-raiser was a 
class barbecue held 
behind the Hagan 
Campus Center on 
Friday, September 25, 
1998. The class officers 
were featured as cooks. 
The barbecue was well 
attended and a good time 
was had by all. 
M
 f
 
uni or Class Canada Trip 
On October 23, 
1998, 119 members of the 
Junior class headed off on 
a class trip. Eight hours 
Jater, they reached their 
idestination of Montreal, 
Canada. The trip, orga- 
f rtized by the senators 
lasted 2 nights and 3 
days. Highlights from the 
trip included Dome 
TNightclub, the Hard Rock 
(Cafe, Cheers, Peel’s Pub, 
and DJ’s Pub. 
i Maureen Collins, 
Le Provocateur Staff 
75 
Bell bottoms and tie dye filled the 
Campus Center Hall on Saturday, 
November 14, 1998. The underclassmen, 
looking a little too much like younger 
versions of their parents, kept the campus 
center rockin’ as they 
boogied to tunes by 
Gloria Gayner and The 
Bee Gees. Although the 
polyester may have itched 
and the platform shoes 
were a bit 
uncomfortable, a good 
time was had by all. 
The count down has 
begun!!! Saturday, February 
20,1999 marked 465 days 
until graduation for the 
class of2000 and we cel¬ 
ebrated in style. Over 180 
juniors and their dates 
danced at the Holden Hills 
Country Club from 8:00 PM 
to 1:00 AM for one of the 
most fun filled nights that 
the Junior Class has experi¬ 
enced here at Assumption. 
Jenny Lynch & Jamie Eaton 
Le Provocateur Staff 
Sun, fun, and a day 
full of laughter is how one 
would describe the class of 
2000’s day trip, also known as 
Junior Craze. On Saturday, 
April, 24, 1999 the buses 
departed for Kempenaars 
Clambake facility. A hearty 
clambake ended the afternoon 
of games, and then the juniors 
scampered around Newport for 
a few hours. Next, they headed 
to Lupo’s in Providence. The 
evening was spent dancing and 
laughing. 
Jenny Lynch 
Le Provocateur Staff 
Junior Craze 
On a beautiful, 
sunny Saturday, 
September 13, 1998, the 
I Sophomore class 
i senators and class 
officers participated in 
i a car wash. It was a 
great way to start the 
fund-raising and no 
one went home dry!!! 
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On September 
17, 1998, “Sopho¬ 
more Fest ‘98” was 
held behind the 
Hagan Campus 
Center. The senators 
and class officers 
cooked and provided 
a chance for the class 
to bond over ham¬ 
burgers and hotdogs. 
Thanks to the 
Sophomore Advo¬ 
cates for their help, 
and to DJ Druin and 
Cafaro for the music. 
Hatloitfeen Dance 
SOrt October 31, 
1998, the Sophomore 
¥» class hosted the 
' Halloween Dance. 
Prizes were given for 
%the best costumes. 
^ Special thanks to DJ 
' Drum who supplied 
the music for the 
might of dancing. 
Freshmen/Sophomore Fall 
On November 
21, 1998, the 
Freshman and 
Sophomore class 
held their Fall 
Semi Formal in 
the Hagan Campus 
Center Hall. The 
two classes danced 
the night away 
from 9 PM to 1 AM. It was a huge 
success, and the Sophomore Class 
donated some of the profits to the 
Central America Relief Fund. 
Thanks to the Sophomore Advocates 
for all their help. 

It’s coming...Are you ready? Pup 
Cup Weekend, the annual freshman / 
sophomore dorm war took place April 
23-24, 1999. The Pup Cup ‘99 was 
awarded to Worcester/ the Living and 
Learning Center who won the most 
points throughout the weekend. The 
day began with brunch and led to field 
events such as tug of war, flag football, 
volleyball, and wiffleball. There was 
also a carnival with all the fixings. A 
yummy barbecue and semi-formal 
dance ended the fun weekend. 
t 
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Junior year '9 7- ’98 

We began our college careers four years ago with freshman orientation. Since then, we have 
made many friends. Some we have known for four years, others we have known for less. However, 
all of them in one way or another have touched our lives and helped to shape the people we have 
become. 
We moved in together. We learned our way around campus together. We ate at Taylor 
Dining Hall together. We went to WPI together. We worked together. We heard the OJ verdict 
together. We walked back from 6 men together. We went to Rosie's together. We hung out in the 
quad together. We learned lessons together. We played pool together. We got locked out of our 
dorm together. We had fun at Pup Cup together. We applied for credit cards together. We went into 
debt together. We took Yellow Cab together. We had food fights together. We went to the Fashion 
Outlets together. 
We checked our mail together. We played sports together. We won together. We lost 
together. We did laundry together. We went to the Halloween Dance together. We dropped 
hundreds of dollars on books together. We played snow football together. We went to the Plourde 
together. We suffered the consequences of Worcester Hall's "Around the World Party" together. We 
delt with class registration together. We made late night trips to Denny's together. We made fools of 
ourselves during intramurals together. We searched for parking spaces together. We rooted for AC 
together. We woke up for 3am fire alarms together. We watched the Super Bowl together. 
We laughed together. We did homework together. We went to Dunkin' Donuts together. We1 
prayed for snow days together. We volunteered together. We had deep conversations together. We. 
pulled all-nighters together. We celebrated birthdays together. We went to the Centrum together. 
We experienced Junior Weekend together. We made it through finals together. We saw Titanic 
together. We went running together. We shopped at Easy Pieces together. We sang along with 
Parrillo together. We partied together. We got written up together. We went to East Side Mario's 
together. We watched WACT together. We played video games together. We lived together. 
We skipped class together. We saw Gretzky retire together. We went to the 99 Days Party 
together. We waited for Golden's together. We attended the Holiday Ball together. We hung out 
with Joe Golia together. We went grocery shopping together. We "Woke Up to the 7pm Mass" 
together. We saw McGuire's 70th homerun together. We went to Jake Ivory's together. We were 
victims of ACC together. We heard the Alan Beaconsfield Band play together. We went to Irish 
Times together. We prepared for interviews together. We worried about our futures together. We 
got ripped off at Peking Wok together. We went to the 50 Days Party together. We danced together. 
We spent time with Fr. Dave together. We learned more about Clinton than we ever imagined 
together. We rode school buses together. We went on vacation together. We saw Dr. Plough become 
President together. We saw Jordan retire together. We read Cozz's Corner together. We watched 
wrestling together. We ruined our cars and waited in traffic on Salisbury St. together. We had an 
unbelievable time during Senior Week together. We graduated together. We moved out together. 
We said good-bye together. We cried together. 
At some point, while all of these things took place... we grew up together... without even 
noticing it. 
- Jennifer O'Brien 
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Julie Albano 
Sociology 
Michael Albiani 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Christopher Allegro Caryn Alves 
Social and Rehabilitation Services Social and Rehabilitation Services 
98 
Allison Andersen 
English/ Elementary Education 
William Armstrong 
Management 
Soraita Babau 
Mathematics 
Clement Beauchemin 
Biology 
Jill Anderson 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Michael Anderson 
Management 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Andreas Aros 
Political Science 
Carrie Baldelli 
Management 
Karen Baldino 
English/ Communications 
Zachary Beck 
Management 
Christopher Bibo 
Economics/ Business 
Edward Andreozzi 
Enviornmental Science 
Jillienne S. Aubin 
French 
Kyle Bateman 
Economics 
Heather Bish 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
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Brian Bishop 
Management 
Jessica Blades 
Psychology 
Cristina Blanding 
Chemistry 
Jodie Blomquist 
Sociology 
Kraig Bloom 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Lizabeth Bobbi 
Marketing 
David Breen 
Management 
Jeffrey Brooks 
Management Communications 
Daniela Buceta 
Spanish/ Communications 
Amy Burke 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Deirdre Burke 
Biology 
Ryan Bleau 
History/ Political Science 
Chad Boulay 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Meghan Bryan 
History/ Elementary Education 
Megan Caci 
English/ Art History 
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Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Luigi Calabrese 
History 
Robert Caron 
Kristin Calarese 
Communications 
Karen Castignoli 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Nichole Christiano 
International Business 
Michael Ciampa 
Marketing 
Kerry Connolly 
Psychology 
Patrick Collins 
International Business 
Marybeth Calise 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Kelly Christine Ceglia 
Psychology/ Social and Rehabilitation 
Services 
Kara Codinha 
Accounting 
Jessica Conte 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Dianna Carboni 
English 
Shelby Chandler 
Accounting 
Dawn Cogliano 
Marketing 
Nancy Conway 
Psychology 
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Sarah Cormier 
Chemistry 
Brian Costa 
Management 
Sean Cronin 
English 
Joseph Crowley 
History 
Erin Cox 
Biology 
Jennifer Cummings 
History 
Jeffrey Cozzaglio 
Marketing 
Marissa Cunnane 
Psychology 
Bridget Curran 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Sean Curry 
Political Science 
Benjamin Cutone 
Enviornmental Science 
Lauren D'Angelo 
Psychology 
Jason D ’Eugenis 
Marketing 
Michelle Daley 
English 
Christine Daly 
English 
Amy Lynn Darmos 
Psychology 
Jodi DeBaggis 
Marketing 
Jennifer De Burro 
Sociology 
Brian den Ottelander 
Accounting 
Lisa DiStefano 
English 
David Durocher 
Communications 
Michele Dejohn 
Psychology 
Christopher DesJardins 
Chemistry 
Dan Dragonetti 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Shannon Dwyer 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
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Stephanie DeLucia 
Psychology 
* 
Chad DiBonaventura 
History 
Meredeth Doherty 
Psychology 
Jennifer DelPozzo 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Anthony DiBenedetto 
Philosophy/ English 
Ben Dutton 
Marketing 
Tiffany Dubina 
Psychology 
Beth Eldridge 
English/ Spanish 
Caitlin Fahey 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Jessica Fair hurst 
Sociology 
Emily Farrell 
Spanish 
Cheryl Finnegan 
Psychology 
Ryan Fitzgerald 
Management 
Michael Flynn 
Communications 
Keri Foley 
Psychology 
Patrick Foran 
Political Science 
Stephanie Ford 
Sociology 
Marybeth Fraser 
English/ Secondary Education 
Amanda Fritz 
Social and Rehabilitation Serv ices 
Nancy Fairweather 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Amanda Flood 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Keith Forder 
Communications 
Lisa Furbush 
Theology/ English 
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Edward Gaffney 
Enviornmental Science 
Ryan Gavigan 
International Business 
Chris Germain 
Communications 
Tracey Gingras 
Psychology 
Jaime Gamache 
Psychology 
Justin Geneau 
Communications 
Alison Giainio 
Sociology 
Kristyn Goehring 
Psychology 
Luis Garcia 
Economics 
April Gentes 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Georgia Giamalis 
Psychology/ Social and Rehabilitation 
Services 
Taryn Goguen 
Economics/ Business 
Dominic Gaudiano 
Marketing 
Doug George 
Economics 
Claudia Gil 
Accounting 
William Goldsmith 
Management 
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Alcaris Gonzalez 
Management 
Sarah Goodwin 
Communications 
Jennifer Gorman 
Psychology English/ Communications 
Alessandra Graziani 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Shayna Greiner 
Marketing 
Brian Griffin 
Sociology 
Karen Grote 
Psychology 
Shweta Hakre 
Biology 
Heidi Hanlon 
Sociology 
Matthew Guida 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Haley Hamlin 
Social and Rehabiliation Services 
Matt Grybowski 
Mathematics 
Christina Hallissey 
History 
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Adam Guest 
International Business 
Michelle Hamilton 
Marketing 
Michael Hargrave 
Accounting 
Keith Herman 
Management 
Sean Higgins 
Economics/ Political Science 
Glenn Horvath 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Michelle Hebert 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Tracy Heffernan 
Mathematics/ Computer Science 
Stephen Hess 
Computer Science 
Patrick Hickey 
Sociology 
Scott Hopkins 
Sociology 
Lea Horan 
Communications 
Molly Hubbard Lara Iacomino 
Amy Hastings 
Psychology 
Jeffrey Herold 
Communications 
Michelle Hincman 
Economics 
Kathryn Hoye 
Social and Rehabilitation Services Foreign Affairs Communications 
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Patricia Iacono 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Katerina Kambosos 
Computer Science/ Communications 
Tara Kangiser 
Accounting 
Jane Kelley 
Sociology 
Tammy Ives 
Spanish/ Math 
Renuka Kamerkar 
International Buisness 
Keri Jackson 
Management 
Josh Kane 
Computer Science 
Jamie Kasbarian 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Shane Kendall 
Computer Science 
Michael Karigianis 
Politics/ English 
Sarah Kemp 
Sociology/ Secondary Education 
Sherry Jones 
Psychology/ Social and Rehabilitation 
Services 
Raymond Kane 
History 
Stephen Kaszanek 
Biology 
Kaitlin Kerrigan 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
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Michael Kidney 
Sociology 
I 
Amanda LaBranche 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Michelle Latorraca 
Psychology 
Jaimee Leroux 
English 
/TZ 
% 
Christopher Klier 
Sociology 
Cara Lambert 
Mathematics 
Aida Lembo 
Communications 
Jeffrey Logee 
History 
David LaFleur 
International Buisness 
Shelley Kijek 
Mathematics 
Jarrod LeBlanc 
English 
Mary Linnehan 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Kristen Klimaj 
Accounting 
Robert Lambert 
Accounting 
Katie Leonesio 
Accounting 
Joseph Lombardi 
Sociology 
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Kristi Luetjen 
History/ Political Science 
Michael Luongo 
Marketing 
Barbara MacLachlan 
Political Science 
Lora Maffei 
Accounting 
Tara Malcolm 
Biology 
Michael Mallone 
Economics/ Business 
Lauren Manley 
Marketing 
Brian Manning 
Management 
Lori Manzo 
English 
Rebecca Marhelewic; 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
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Ingrid Marquez 
Accounting 
Louis Marquez 
Economics 
Shauna MacSweeney 
Accounting 
Corrado Mancini 
Marketing 
Jennifer Mara 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Steven Martin 
Accounting 
Jenny Maurati Shelly Maynard 
International Business Enviornmentai Science 
Sean McEntegart 
Management 
Amy McKellar 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Alison McLaughlin 
Accounting 
Karen McManus 
English 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Nicole Meagher 
Marketing 
Adam Mazzadra 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Kim McElholm 
Accounting 
Susan McKeon 
Communications 
Nathan McKinley 
Foreign Affairs 
Beth McNamara 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Gregory McNulty 
Mathematics 
John Merr ell 
Psychology 
Octavio Melo 
Management 
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Meredith Miller 
Psychology 
Brandice O'Brien Nathaniel North 
Lynn Morrissey 
Psychology 
Kerri Miller Danielle Molineaux 
Management 
Michael Mullen 
Sociology 
Mary Narkevicius 
Mathematics 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Anthony Niglio 
Psychology 
David O'Brien 
History 
Shannon Mission 
Biology 
Brian Morse 
Political Science 
Courtney Neal 
Psychology 
Cornelius Moore 
Sociology 
Andrea Murphy 
Economics 
Albert Noble 
Computer Science 
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Communications Communications 
Jennifer O’Brien 
English/ History 
Brendan O’Donnell 
Marketing 
Laurie Oberg 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Gregory Pappas 
English 
Michael O’Brien 
Economic Theory 
Jeanne O’Loughlin 
Social and Rehabilitation Services/ 
Psychology 
Sharon Orejice 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Joseph Parrillo 
Political Science 
Richard Parsells 
Sociology 
Robert Pelletier 
Bilology/ Chemistry 
Elizabeth O’Connell Meghan O’Connor 
Spanish 
Jennifer O’Neil 
Communications/ Psychology 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
& 
Faith O’Neill 
Marketing 
Erin Paparo 
English 
Susan Papik 
Chemistry 
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Pamela Perfetuo 
English 
Cristin Quagliaroli 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Amybeth Perkins 
Psychology 
Jessica Quinn 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Jason Quartarone 
Psychology 
Jessica Piekarski 
Marketing 
Ann Przyborowska 
Chemistry 
Laura Ramsdell 
Poltical Science 
Matthew Ray 
Marketing 
Janice Ramos 
Economics 
Jamie Raeke 
History 
Christopher Richardson \ 
Accounting 
Thomas Romano 
Management 
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Jessica Rosenberg 
Biology 
Tricia Rumery 
Family Studies 
Danielle Russo 
Psychology 
Peter Salkins 
Economics/ Business 
John Sartori 
Accounting 
Renata Serafin 
Politics 
Joseph Serodio 
English 
Alicia Shaheen 
Marketing 
Karen Shaw 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Erica Sheehan 
Economic Theory 
Jonathan Short 
Philosophy/ English 
John Silk 
Communications 
Christopher Snell 
Psychology 
Tara Slavin 
Accounting 
Jason Sogard 
Management 
Deanna Smiddy 
Communications 
Jeffrey Smith 
English 
Jill Spagna 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Steven Spar 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
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Tammy Spiro 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Karen Stoyanoff 
Accounting 
Kerri Timmins 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Faith Tucker 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
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Nicole St. Gelais 
Psychology 
Althea Stephens 
Psychology 
Katherine Stoehrer 
Psychology 
Eileen Sweeney 
Elementary Education 
Julie Talbot 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Sarah Thivierge 
Accounting 
Nancy Tryder 
Chemistry 
r i 
Amy Underwood 
Spanish/ Social and Rehabilitation 
Services 
4 
Jason Toothaker 
Accounting 
Sean Turnan 
Geography 
Elizabeth Trovato 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Dina Turrill 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Suzanne Valutkevich 
Management 
Katie Walsh 
Marketing 
Danielle Weaver 
Sociology 
Dayna VanBlarcom 
Foreign Language 
Quentin Walsh 
Communications 
David Weideman 
Management 
Paul Wile 
Management 
John Young 
Communications 
Nicole Vaughn 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Sara Ward 
Spanish 
Craig White 
Social and Rehabilitation Services 
Christine Veltri 
English/ Elementary Education 
Stephen Warner 
Spanish 
Jaime Wight 
Economics 
Joseph Zito 
Psychology 
117 
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Apartment Pictures * iT. * ■s I r 
» ■4 
WA 211: Jennifer, Lisa, Lynn, Katie LLC 202: Heather, Jenn, Tiffany, 
Dayna, Kerry I 
Off Campus: Katie, Claudia, Toni, 109 Highland St.: Sarah, Karen, Moe 
Deanna *■ 
T7: Joe, Brian M., Mike Steve, 
Brian G. 
'-jk ^ , 
(T12: Becky, Amy, 2?e£/i, AliciaJennie T14: Faith, Amy, Jenny, Judy 
T15: Danielle W., Jennifer,; Shannon, 
Danielle R,, Amy 
T17: Megan, Chrissy, Michelle, ' 
Jamie 
;:,v .. 
4C: Jeff Steve, Dave T19: Sue, Judy, Lara, Cristina 
C7 
4D: Georgia, Heidi, Nicole, Shayna 4E: Kelly, Jessica, Patti, Lauren 
I * 
4F: Adam, Rich, Scott, Jamie 4G: Luis, Mike, Kraig, Jason, Sen 
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4J: Jodie, Meredith, Christina 4K: Kara, Amanda, Michelle, Erica 
41: Eddie, Ben, Dom, Al 
.%** jEmISJVs 
4H: Julie, Amy, Amy, Susan 
V w < J*%. # 
■ I ■ 
5F: Dave, Neil, Chris, Michael 5E: Nicole, Lzz, Tara, Caitlyn, Karen 
5B: Alessandra, Nicole, Colleen, Amy, 
Barbara 
5D: Michelle, Katie, Kerri, Emily, 
Jessica 
* • : ■ 
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6A: Michele, April, Michelle, Sarah 5L: Kristin, Cheryl, Keri, Renata, 
Jodi 
5H: Jenn, Jess, Liz, Meghan, Nancy 5J: Laurie, Elizabeth, Caitlin, Erin, 
Cristin, Pam 
6F: Kristi, Shauna, Keri, Shelly, 
Alison 
6G: Matt, Sean, Dave, Brent, Mike, 
Joe 
6H: Marybeth, Laura, Sara, Nancy, 6i£* Jess, Azda, Allison, Tara, Karen, 
Stephanie, Eileen Kristen 
6Q: Jennifer,; Kristen, Shannon, 
Tammy, Jill, Cara 
6P: Marissa, Karen, Meghan, 
Danielle, Dawn, Courtney 
60: Jeff, Jay, Josh, Chris, Dave 6N: Jen, Merideth, Jean, Beth, 
Nancy, Molly 
*>*.*-># 
6T: Chris, John, Sean, Chad, Ed 6U: Oggie, Ryan, John, Matty, Jeff, 
Rob 
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6/2; Steve, Jarrod, Mike, Sean, Ted, 
Joe 
6S: Lauren, Nicole, Sharon, 
Amanda, Althea, Emily 
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Suds n’ Grub On Saturday, September 
5, the class of 1999 gathered 
behind the Hagan Campus 
Center for their first event 
of senior year. It was a 
bright, sunny day, perfect 
for eating, drinking, & 
partying with friends. 
There was plenty of beer 
& apparently some 
seniors decided to wear it 
rather than drink it. A 
good (and wet) time was 
had by all. 
1st Club 21 On Saturday, September 19, the class of ‘99 gathered at the Hagan 
Campus Center for what would be the 
first of many fun Club 21s. The theme 
of the night was football, 
with reduced cover to 
anyone wearing Patriots 
clothing. As we danced the 
night away, we anticipated 
what was to be a 
memorable senior year. 
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Tent Parent Alumni Weekend, October 2-4, 1998, was filled 
with a variety of activities to 
do and things to see. Many 
different parts of campus 
were involved and the senior class was 
not about to miss out on the action. 
The senior class officers and senators 
hosted a beer tent for parents and 
alumni. It was a chance to catch up 
with parents and past AC graduates 
over a cold brew. 
" *1 * 
f WELCOME HOME 
A.C. ALUMNI 
ICE COLD BUD 
•1* € 
••• ‘«V 
••• <t' 
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On Saturday, 
October 17, 1998, the 
seniors gathered in the Junction 
for the second Club 21 of the year 
Upon entering each member of the 
class was asked to give an idea for 
the senior class gift. Many outra¬ 
geous ideas rolled in but only one, 
an outdoor volleyball court, was 
good enough to make the cut. 4 . 
M - " W, A m L i Jgf ^' IS 
HaltouJeen C(ub 21 together frightening 
night as we arrived 
at club 21 in an array 
of interesting costumes. 
Some were scary; some 
were cute, and some were 
downright hilarious, with 
the prize going to the 
crossdressing crew. 
70's Club 21 Here we are getting our 
groove on 70’s style . The senior 
class, decked out in bellbottoms 
and butterfly collars, boogied 
the night away to tunes by 
Abba and The Village People. 
V? 
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On January 23, 1999, the first 
club 21 of the semester was held in 
the Junction. Finally the entire 
senior class could drink legally! It 
was time to retire all our fake IDs to 
the underclassmen as we began our 
last and most memorable semester 
of our college career. 
Happu Birthaau Club 21 
\tumni Club 21 , 
held on January 30, 
welcomed the chance to 
catch up on old times 
with the class of (98 as well as other 
past A.C. graduates. It was one big 
happy reunion as DJ Dan Marshall 
spun the tunes and the SGA seniors 
served rounds of Cider Jacks, Bud 
Lights, and wine 
coolers. 
~T1"1.; ■ 
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On FridayFebruary 19, 
the senior class, in cocktail 
dresses and shirts and ties, 
arrived at Maxwell 
Silvermans in Worcester to 
celebrate the beginning of the 
countdown ‘till graduation. 
As we danced the night away, 
there was a mixture of 
emotions; happiness that 
we were together and sadness, 
that we had only days left at 
Assumption. 
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Club 2 7- Happy St 
$k!s Bay 
It didn ’t matter 
if you were Irish or 
not on Saturday, 
March 20, because 
everyone’s eyes were 
smiling at the St. 
Patrick’s Day Club 
21! The Hagan 
Campus Center was 
decked out in green, with the 
first 200 in the door receiving 
commerative mugs to hold 
their beer. It was a memorable 
night of drinking & enjoying 
time with friends, as we cel¬ 
ebrated like only the Irish can. 
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On Friday, April 9, 
7999, the class of(99 
gathered at the Holden 
Hills Country Club for the 
50 days ‘till graduation 
party. With everyone 
dressed in their best, it 
was a night filled with 
fun and good times as 
we celebrated the 
countdown to May 22 
with our friends. 
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On Saturday, April 24, the 
seniors gathered behind the Hagan 
Campus Center for the second round 
of Suds n Grub. It was a cool, but 
sunny day. We attempted to finish all 
i W!/ the kegs while munching 
' T'ilw 011 burgers and hot dogs. 
'\ §| We celebrated from 2-7, 
then changed our beer 
I soaked clothes & went out 
again! 
rv\- \:\ i; I1, If. f | \*l’\ 1 
m\ - i £ *' * *'* v •» 
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Karaoke Club 21 We didn’t want to believe it, but the last 
Club 21 had arrived on 
April 30th. Sure we were 
sad, but there was no 
time for tears as 
we sang, or tried 
to sing, the night 
away. All in all, 
karaoke night 
was a memorable 
occasion! 
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Senior 
Most Studious Friendliest Most Likely to Succeed 
Tammy Ives & 
John Fitzgibbons 
Most School Spirit 
Joe Parrillo & 
Judy Brooks 
Ted Zito & Keri Connolly & 
Haley Hamlin Ben Dutton 
Most Wanted by 
Best Smile Public Safety/Res.Life 
Dom Gaudiano & 
Tammy Spiro 
Chris Bibo & 
Toni Smith 
Most Likely to 
be Famous Motor Mouth 
Aida Lembo& 
John Silk 
Sean Cronin & 
April Gentes 
Favorite Commuter 
Greg McNulty & 
Kathryn Hoye 
Jay Quartarone & 6U 
Nicole St. Gelais 
Superlatives 
Most Accident Prone Biggest Party Room 
Most Likely Never to 
leave AC 
Katherine Stoehrer & 
Ray Kane 
Most Gullible Most Eccentric 
A1 Noble & 
Alicia Shaheen 
Amy Richardson & 
Matty Guida 
Class Flirt 
Steve Warner & 
Jodie Bloomquist 
Class Clown Nicest Eyes 
Allison Giaimo & 
Mike Flynn 
Mike O'Brien & 
Faith O'Neill 
Best Dressed 
Susan McKeon & 
Oggi Melo 155 

Who's to say it's over or even this has to come to an end 
because when I look back I'll smile, for in you I will always have 
a friend. 
in this life, nothing good is ever truly lost. So part of you goes everywhere 
with me, and part of me is yours forever. 
In friendship ule find nothing false or insincere, everything is 
straight foulard and from the heart. 
I always knew the things that made me cry would make 
me laugh, hut I never knew the things that made me 
laugh would make me cry. 
When years shall have passed, dreams faded, and 
retrospects begun there yet will remain to each 
of you that most important and most consoling of 
all aftermaths-soothing memories. 
Some people come into our lives and go so quickly. And others stay for a 
while and leave footprints in our hearts and we are never the same. 
I promised I would never leave you & you should always know wherever 
you go no matter where you are I never will be far away - still so many 
things I want to say - In my heart there will always be a part of you. 
We laughed until we had to cry, and we loved right down to the last 
goodbye & through the tears we’ll recall, we had it all. 
I'm so glad we had this time together just to laugh & sing a song. Seems 
like we just got started, & then before you know it, comes time to say 
so-long. 
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Senior Memories 
Karen :NeverSettle4less.ThisIsWhatYouCan’tHave!Liz:Tha?ix4corruptingMe!Cait:Nevei'ListenTo 
People!Nieki:UsGetEtigaged?So7neday!Kristen:StayAwayFj'oi7iUnitedNations!Ta?'a:Thankx4u7'Ear+ 
Support;CUAtMyNuti'itionClinic!Jaso7i:We’reouttaHereBaby!NeverDoubtUrself; “InOrderFor 
SoemthingNewToBegin,SomethingElseMustEnd.” - Tara Ka7igiser 
Scott, My life has not bee7i the same since I met you. You have brightened my life a7id shown me what 
true love is. We've been through a lot, but we’ve alwayscome back to the o7ie thing that stands 
strong...our love. I love you, now and forever. - Shelley Kijek 
To- My f7'iends in 6Q, 6R, Wachusett & LLC, “You can kiss your family & friends good-bye & put miles 
between you, but at the sa?ne time you can cany them with you in your heart, your mmd, your stomach, 
because you do not just live in a world but a world lives in you,” (Frederick Buechner). The memories we 
have made will live withm me fo7'ever. I love you all. 
Kriste7i Klimaj 
MDCKDMMMC-Cancun,Montreal,bars,sum7ners,pa7'ties,dqueen,thelaughterandtears, 
halloweens, DRUNKENNESS, Denny’s, hookups, breakups, thelove,theliate,theTROUBLE!PinkP’s, 
GoldenGirls,TKE,KJCandMe,showers,treats,DDDM-DIXD2M-BBF,inflatables,secrets, thanx 
foi'theme7no7'ies-it’sbeena7iu7ifo7getablefyears-ILY’all! - Dawn Cogliano 
Nic-last four yea7's were a blast roomie;Cait-Keep pillows off your head, love you forever;Kris-Keep eating 
pickles sweetie;Daniella-Watch out Watertown;Tara-Tll always have some inspiration ready, we’re on the 
same tea7n;Liz-We’ll always be double trouble...Friends for life. 
Karen Baldino 
Katie:MM,SibsWkndWalk;Lynn:Cadbury Eggs,psych; Je7i:Gadzooks,YippitySkippity;Lisa:Swing 
Da7icing;Susan:Magic#2;Ca7'a:Se7nis,Orie7itation;GoodTimes, GoodFriends! 
Erica:TheB7'un,CADlstReti'eat&l7rip7'essions,LostO7iABusl7iWo7'cester,Missio7i800,SpyingInDes, 
Tita7iic,CookieThatFell,JunctionLaughs;Ka7'a:TheFunRoom,SwingDancing,Ta7i7iing,DancePartty 
USA,TheMo7ieySo7ig,Bleechi7ig,Skiing,K7'ithten;Ma7idy:MaineBoys,My Sweater,BABPod,XMasTree 
Shops,Missio7i800,Ma7'io,Be7i&Jerry’s;YeahBaby4k! - Michelle Latorraca 
Thanx Mom & Dad for your love, support & patience. I love you! Thanx Mike for being so optimistic the 
times when I wasn’t Love You! Gdluckeveryo7ie::) - Tiffany Dubina 
Cancun,Mo7itreal,partiensi7i6P+60,Maho7iey’s,cookouts,hospitaltripwCN,TKE,afternoonbreakfastatGoldStar, 
livingw / DMall4years! ,Sa7'ahconcertw / JQ,KaroakeatPrkingWok,hanginw / DW,talksw / DC.DC 
+DM:Wheretheresltheres3!MO,DM,DC,CN,KM,DT,JK,MB,RB,MA,MC,DW,JS,CR,JQ:Thanstoall 
ofyouforthebest4yearsofmylife!Iloveyouall. - Marissa Cunna7ie 
TheaiMy 4 year roommate), Joey (My #1 guy), Aida (My true confidant), Ted (The sweetest guy I ever 
knew), Spar (my favorite sidekick), Lauren + Amanda (My crazy girls) - Thanks for a great 4 years. I love 
you all very much. - Nicole St. Gelais 
Ka7'en,Ciampa,l)ina Mike,Chrisie,Meg, Jamie,Amy,Dawn,Danielle,Marissa,Glo.,Ryan,Tammy- 
Golde7i s,Su7iey's,chickencarcas,Ralph,boots,Cancun,Montreal,BNL,Denny’s,cabs,lizardskin, 
l u PP.y,Dal lowee/i(hospital)Gmto7i,Gil,goats,p7'a/iks,/nothe/s,ba7'beques,Capt.P,VW’s,REM.Its been great. 
I'll never forget you guys! - Courtney Neal 
Best wishestothegi7'lsof4K-LoveYou!!Alwaysre7nember...B.A.B.pod, Erica/ hill, Michelleyoursweater, Maine 
boy s,Ericaloveyou!Mission800, Jamaica,pote7itialslashers,Taz,girlsofWachusett,Kerry,Sue,Nancy! Jimmy 
Buffett,Ericadid weerash, oohyeah!MeetingMike,watchuigsnow, noturkey IThankyouMom, Dad, Grandpa& 
Mike. - Amanda Lab7'anche 
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Courtney, Ciampa, Mike, Ryan, Meg, Marissa, Dawn, Danielle, Di?ia,Glo,Dayna, Janie, Chrisie- 
rememberSuney’s, Gibbs, smokingWA105bathroom,Cancun, Montreal, Groton, BNLconcerts, Denny’s, Cpt.P, 
destroy ingPekingWok,ff'ats,Tuppypalladium, ineineratorNaragansett, catsWA107, Tom / Bob, 
thankstoallwhocarriedmehome,Iloveyouguys - Karen McManus 
To My Favorite Roommates (6Q) and My Favorite Boys Next Door (6R) -’’Never shall I forget the time I 
spent with you. Please continue to be my friend, as you will always find me yours. ’’(Ludwig Van 
Beethoven)Thank you for all the memories. I love you! Best of luck and may all your dreams come true. 
Love always Jennie O’Brien 
Jennie Kris Cara Jill Tammy Jarrod Steve Joe Ted Mike Sean >!:TheTimeWeHaveSpent2getherWill 
RemainlnMy HeartAlwaysTheMemoriesWeHaveSharedWillStayWithMeForEternityWeHaveLaughedAnd 
Cried2gether&HaveAlwaysBeenCloseKnowingYouHasTouchedMyLifeMyHeart&MySoulILove 
YouAlT!:”Life is a sei'ies of hellos & goodbyes Fm a frais it’s time for goodbye again!” (Billy Joel) Love 
always, Shannon Mission 
There are not enough words to express my feelings towards the 4 years that we have all spent together. 
You have all taught me so much about life. Grow, be happy, smile, and may you all prosper into what 
you dream to become. Thank you for the memories. - Lauren D’Angelo 
FooFoo,Jess,Erin:Desfratgirls,where’sthetomato!Hoochiemama,apendixepisode,lrishTimes, 
Razzamataz,itsbeenablast!MollyFaithiWorcesterHall,shagonwagon,trailerpark,Tmfallingoverboard, 
Thanks4that bestyr. - Alicia Sheehan 
As:FoFo,summers,Emersonhospital,birthdays,referee JW:friendsforeverJF:Frats,planerides,roadtrip, 
Jerry ,CoveWedsKS:UnitedNations,Everything, theattackAG:Firefighterin204,Bubbles, ruffledfeathersAL: 
Peg,chorechart,genericitems,Where’sthecomb?.KB:WAlatenights,Leitrims,MarcLT:GermanyinNassau, 
AOLQueen,FoxwoodsCF'.downtown,bootegloss,Falcondeparture,TK”Risen’shinegirls,beachphotoshoot 
EF:MDQ,barhopping,tubesoxes,magicmarkersSK:HiRis!,soxes.Itbeenagreat4yrs!Iwishyouthebest 
ofluck&happinessinthefuture! - Kristyn Goehring 
BABpod,TheBrim,Mission800;Mandy Buffet, Jamaica, taz,paranoia, D JMandy ,ahYEah,noturkey in 
99;Erin-Eppie,Nault,myBdaygift,Ernie, JP,Silverchair,surprisedboy /girl,Feb. 151997;Michelle -4 
KafterC21,GinBlossoms,WPboys,CABimps&apps,whoitisJustgottadropthisoffatALUMNI,CRIPES; 
Love you guys! Kerry-theIrishgirls,Erin&Meghan;Kara-funroom,Charlie’sAngels;Brandy- 
mypartnerincrime;Jen&Katie-You need to listen!;Gook luck Class of 99! - Erica Sheehan 
MC,DC,KM,CN,DT,MB,MC,RB,MA,JQ,DW,CR,JS-funweekends,friends4eva,goodluck.SpringBrk 
97-99, funl,infl8abletoys,DunkinDonuts,Sue@Dejiny’s,TacoBel,GoldStr,shopping.MC-incubus,DC- 
thanx4theshows, K+C-goats, JS-Frendly’sfiasco. Dawn+Ris-4gr8yrs.JS-HuvU. Mom, Dad, Pa, Lesley- 
thanxfam, Love Ya. - Danielle Molineaux 
Ef-i’llmissyaesp@IrishTimes.gothrutheredlight!!haveanother. LT-yourockmyworld.missyalots. JF-Lord 
havemercyonyursoul.uravisionoflove. Rosa-goodluck.Cyaatthealtar. Joe-youdishtowelore. Antone- 
arribaarriba. urmyluv. JP-myotherl /2+manymoretocome!!Thanx4beijigthereforme. 
Mom,Dad+Marioluvya. Thanx4everything! - Jessica C. Conte 
JC-my other 1 / 2.katsayway-l.redlites.LuvYa.JF-fbombs&,md’s.Sasquach&ruby .MB.myhusband I myhiney. 
freelunches / billy goats / toots.244MainSt.SoYurShaneEgan,thatdon ’timpressmemuch.LetsBlowThisTaco 
Stand. PeaceOutSolSistr. KG-nobakup.jpihateyou. AS-yurAspaz.funlsW / N.KF / SG / LT-ores!JA- 
dangrsminds.jpow.absolutely40. - Stephanie Erin Ford 
6XMARESJULZSHERLOSHELLSAR4YRSFUN/MC4YRSNITECHAT. TOP 10A JESSE! HAPNEDON 
6XC0ACHDRTVEBYCHECHDA WINDOW- WHATHAPPNEDINNEWHAMPLOTSOFFUN. 
JULIANNA/ELECTRICSLIDE. OMJASJMMFOXWOODSSTRIPS2LONGISLAND,CT,PUNTBUDICE 
=BLACKOUTS-SKHEYMRDOMINOMANHOS TAGESITUATIONJERRYDAMMOUSENOOSEMETER 
GENESISBUGSI’MSCAREDDAYTONAMIAMIPENNYPLANNER GOODLUCKGUYSBYEI’LLMISS 
YA-LYLAS - LOVE, Julie Albano 
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On behalf of the senior 
class and especially the 
‘93-99Heights Yearbook 
staff, / would like to thank 
you for all the support 
you have given us. Your guidance and 
commitment have made the book you 
v ' Y’p- ' aft .jJ* ; . 
hold possible. We are grateful for all you 
have done. You are not just a leader but 
a friend. One whose love and dedication 
will not be forgotten. 
We will miss you! 
Kristen 
|JF T 
u ■ • 
t> <‘4- W; - vV.-V.; ■, . 
I | - , 
vi ;-,'.»,i.;:i- ; *Sf. - 
Pictures 
: ^ 
.>■ m v trfll 
fe-1 ■Viv.^V 
T/ie places we’ve| 
foeen.4 T/ze p/aces 
M we’ll go... 
?<**'• v% .. yA,. 
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(Midiam Norman 
Armstrong 
Will, Much loVe and 
good health! We are 
proud of you- reach for 
the stars!! 
LoVe from 
Mom & bad, Karalyn, 
Robyn & Patrick 
Jill Anderson 
\/our father and I have 
always been Very proud of 
you, not just on your 
yraduation day but each 
and every day of your life. 
Always keep that beautiful 
smite on your face. 
LoVe you alu/ays, 
Mom & bad 
Edward J. Andreozzi 
Eddie, you've grown from a 
determined little bog With 
perpetual motion, to a young man 
Who is now taking time to 
appreciate life. /4s parents We 
couldn’t be prouder of your 
accomplishments. Even now, you 
still never cease to amaze us! ALL 
OUR LOVE, Mom, Dad & DaVid 
Karen Saldino 
Karen, you Were a 
bright happy baby, a 
bright athletic teen- 
NoW a Warm loving 
intelligent young 
Woman. I could not 
ask for more. I am a 
proud mom. 
Jessica Slades 
Jess- 
College has helped prepare you for your life Work. Here's 
What We have learned from experience: 
- Sustain your thirst for knowledge to achieve flexibility 
and broad skills, your changing enViornment require it 
and While you can't change the direction of the Wind, you 
can adjust your sails; 
- Place great Value on integrity and never compromise 
yours for you have to live With yourself; 
- you Won’t like everyone you encounter. Be kind any¬ 
way for you don't know what burden they carry; 
- When the Weight of your problems becomes too heaVy- 
giVe them to God to carry for you. you can't accomplish 
everything alone; 
- Prioritize your family over everything else; 
Use your gifts of knowledge and energy to improve the 
World for others. Know that dad and I, Kathy, Rich, and 
Nick are always here for you. 
With all our loVe and admiration, 
Mom, bad, Kathy, Rich & Nick 
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Caitie Arnold 
To our darling daughter Caitie, 
Sometimes it's so hard to believe that gou hade groutn 
up... /4s gou utere grouting, ute had to let gou go to let 
gou make gour mistakes, to find gour jogs, to build gour 
dreams, and find gour outn place in the utorld... I lotted 
gou from the Very first time I felt gou utithin me. \/ou 
are our bright¬ 
est star... and 
hout Very 
blessed ute are 
to haite had 
God chosen gou 
for us... 
Our proudest 
loite to gou, 
Mom, Steite, 
Meg, Rgan,& 
Patrick 
Kraig M. Bloom 
Congratulations Kraig 
ute are all so proud of 
gou. Mag the future 
bring gou health, 
happiness and all gou 
utish (or. 
Lode gou, 
Mom, Dana & Family 
Marybeth Calise 
Margbeth, uthen gou 
utere born, ute adored 
gou because gou utere 
ours. Todag, ute adore 
gou because of utho gou 
hade become. 
Lode, Bad, Mom, Erinn, 
& Liz 
Ryan T. Bleau 
Ryan- Congratulations! I 
knout gou haite uthat it takes to 
accomplish anything gou 
desire in life . you should be 
as proud of gourself as I am. I 
look foutard to seeing hout this 
sensitive, caring and 
responsible person is going to 
change the utorld! 
Loite, Mom 
Daniela V. Buceta 
To our "Chiguita," utho utorked 
Very hard to earn this college 
degree. Ute are Very proud, and 
utish you only the best in your 
future, you deseite it, and more . 
Ute loite you dearly. Lots of loite 
and tuck. God bless you. Con¬ 
gratulations "Class of 1999"!! 
Papa, Mama, Angie, Marc, Mono, 
Mona, & of course Scooby 
Jodie L Blomcfuist 
Jodie- From the Very 
beginning, gou haite alutags 
made us proud. Ute mag haite 
had our differences through 
the gears, but ute utouldn’t 
change a thing about gou. We 
both loite gou iterg much. We 
utish gou all the health and 
happiness in gour future. God 
bless gou, Mom & Dad 
Deirdre J Burke 
Deirdre, We are so proud of 
gou and all gou haite 
accomplished. Our cute 
little girl has groutn into a 
beautiful goung utoman utith 
a bright future ahead of her. 
We utish gou a life time of 
loite and happiness. Follout 
gour dreams. 
Lode, Mom & Michael 
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Joe Beauchemin 
We hade always been dery proud of you. Keep 
setting your goals high and Working toward them 
for the brightest future 
Lode, 
Mom, Dad & Lou 
Megan Caci 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
l/ou graduated college 
Who ufould hai/e kneuil 
you made it through reading 
and Writing and math, you 
made it through parties, much 
more than a bash, your future 
is bright and gou should be 
glad. When you're rich and 
famous remember mom and dad. 
_Loi>e_ 
Karen Castignoli 
"Princess" you did it. 
We're proud of you. 
LoVe: Mom & Dad, 
Cheryl & Mike, & Dee 
& Chris & Baby 
“Princess" in Training 
Patrick K. Hickey 
Pat- l/ou hade always been so curious and 
analytical eden Way back then. Life has 
not always been fair but you kept your 
head up and are stronger for it. l/our 
strengths are your intellect and honesty. 
l/our joy is in your humor. But your best 
gift is your heart- kind and true. We lode 
you as a son and big brother. We admire 
you as a student athlete. But most of alt 
We respect you as a man. There is a rider 
of life to tradel, Pat but always take time 
to laugh and to lode. It is a long journey 
made easier by company of friends and 
family. We Will always be there- Always 
proud that you are ours. 
Lode, Dad, Laurie, & Conor 
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Anthony Niglio 
Anthony- bad and I chose this noem (or you. All our (oVe... 
This I ask of my son- 
That you strive to he att that you can be, 
yet never become a copy of another 
That you realize your oiVn unirfuie Qualities, 
and ait that make you special 
That you open your eyes to the beauty of each day 
That you reach to others less fortunate than you 
That, by yiViny, you learn the joy of receiving 
That you let go the sadness of the past, 
yet always remember the good moments 
That you learn to accept life as it is, 
even iVith its problems and dissapointments 
For life is meant to be enjoyed and, at times, endured, 
but never taken for granted 
Just be avVare at att times that you are one special person 
among att special persons 
And do the best you can. 
-Rhoda-Katie Hannan 
Nichole Christiano 
Princess, This picture helps to 
remind us hout quickly time 
flies by. If it is true that the 
happier you are the quicker 
time yoes by, then it only 
seems that ute took this 
picture yesterday. We knout 
you utill be successful and 
utish you every happiness. 
LoVe, Mom, Dad, Justin, "The 
Aunt" & Bluebell 
DaWn S. Cogliano 
Dautn- With loite and pride in 
all that you'Oe accomplished! 
Welcome to Reality 101! 
May success, yood health, 
happiness, loVe, and yood 
friends be utith you alutays. 
Good-bye Assumption- Hello 
World! 
God Bless you! 
We LoVe you!- Mom & Dad 
Judy Ann Brooks 
Mom & Dad 
tcoxo 
your yoats! 
We utish you 
Very much loVe 
and happiness 
in the future! 
Thank you for 
all of the 
beautiful 
memories! We 
loVe you 
forever! 
LoVe alutays, 
Dear Judy, 
Since the day you utere born you have brouyht Very much loVe , 
joy and lauyhter into our lives, you are such a beautiful person 
inside and outside! you are not only our precious dauyhter, but 
also our best friend. We'Ve alutays been so proud of you! Soccer 
Captain U8H! Reach for the stars and follout your dreams! We 
knout you utill 
succeed in alt 
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Nicole M. Vaughn 
Little One, 
What did you see that day ? Were 
you startled, curious, anxious or 
knorting? Open to the World and its 
many Wonders? 
It's finally here, it's happened - 
you’re there, ready to begin again, 
the World you saw then is yours 
now. 
Lode, Mom, Dad & Erin 
Jessica C. Conte 
Congratulations Jessica, 
We Wish you the best of 
tuck in the future. We are 
so proud of you, you hade 
made it! 
Lode, 
Mom ,bad, Mariano, Manna 
& Nonno 
Sean Michael Cronin 
Sean- We are Very proud of 
our student athlete, brother 
and son and Wish the best for 
you nou/ and always. May 
yod bless you and all your 
endeavors and We hope the 
twinkle in your eye and 
mischievous Irish yrin never 
leave you. 
LoVe, Mom, bad, Laura & 
Stephanie 
Kara E Codinha 
bear Kara, 
you hade Worked dery hard, neder giding up 
through all the ups and downs, your goals are in 
your reach and We Wish you alt the best as you 
begin the next 
chapter of your 
life. We’re just 
bursting With 
pride at your 
accomplishments 
and success. 
Stay true to 
yourself and 
remember We 
(ode you and Will 
always be there 
for you. 
Mom, bad & 
Petey 
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Sean P. Curry 
Where has the time gone? 
Much too fast! you've always 
made us Very proud. All the 
best in your journey through 
life. Follow your dreams and 
reach (or the stars!! 
LoVe, 
Mom, bad, Brian & Aunt 
Kathy 
Amy Lynn bar mo s 
To Amy, It just seems like 
yesterday you Were our 
adorable little girl and now you 
have become a beautiful 
Woman. Congratulations our 
college graduate, you made us 
so Very proud of you. We Wish 
you only the best now and 
forever. 
LoVe, Mom, bad, Cory, Max, 
_Granny, Gramps_ 
Marissa A. Cunnane 
With a beautiful start like this, plus all your 
hard Work and achievements, and a family 
that toVes and supports you there can be no 
limits to your success, Pis. Peach for the 
stars and realize your dreams. 
• m 
Patrick Brian Collins 
A Wonderful and talented youny man. We're 
Very proud of you. We believe in you. God 
Bless! Follow your dreams. Keep your yood 
academic success. Lacrosse, Cape Cod, 
London, 
Spain, The 
Marines! 
Good Luck! 
LoVe, 
Mom, bad, 
Michael Sc 
Erin 
Joseph Michael Crowley 
Joe, Conyratulations, you’ve yot it all. Midion 
dollar smile, dynamite outfit, cool haircut, hanyiny 
out at the party and nou! an Assumption Colleye 
deyree to yo With it. We Wish you success and 
happiness in all your future endeavours. 
LoVe, \/our Family 
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Lauren Elisa 
D'Angelo 
Congratulations Lauren 
Elisa! We are so proud of 
you. May you always be as 
spirited and happy as you 
u'ere in this photograph 
picking strawberries one 
beautiful spring day! 
Lode you, Mom & Lenny 
Jennifer DeBurro 
Congratualtions Jenny. We 
are so proud of the caring 
adult you hade become. 
Keep reaching for your 
dreams and always remem¬ 
ber if you hade touched one 
heart you are a success. 
Lode, Mom, Dad & Jessi 
Ryan Fitzgerald 
Congratulations! 
Rgan Fitzgerald- )Jou are the light of our 
Hues. NoW reach for the stars and light 
up the World. 
All our loUe, 
Mom, Dad, 
Alicia, 
Siobhan 
Si Bethany 
mm 
Christopher 
DesJardins 
Chris, Four years fteW so fast. 
We are so proud of you. We hade 
so many u/onderfut memories of 
your (our years at Assumption, 
dour efforts Will surely be fruitful 
and follow you alt your life. We 
lot/e you more than you know. 
Congratulations and God Bless 
you, Mom & Dad 
Jessica Fairhurst 
l/ou Will Always be our 
baby, but We are so proud 
of the Woman you hade 
become. May your life 
always be filled With 
happiness and lode. 
Lode, 
Mom and Dad 
Justin Geneau 
Justin, The journey begins anew. The path is yours to 
choose, dour dreams are open to alt of the World’s possibili¬ 
ties for you. We pray a blessing on all your life choices and 
We rejoice in the gift you hade been and are to us. We are 
dery proud uf you. Good luck, God bless and best Wishes for 
the future. We Will always be here to cheer you on. We 
lode you dery much for Who you are and Who you are 
becoming. 
Always, Mom, Dad, & Renee 
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Michele Ann bejohn 
\/ou'Ve come a tony u>ay baby! We are so proud of you and 
what you have accomplished. Alt your hard Work has 
certainly been u/orth it. /4s you yo in the "real World" now 
We have the utmost confidence in you that you Will be 
successful in all you attempt to do. 
LoVe Mom, Dad & Paul 
Nancy Linnea 
FairWeather 
Dear Tidbit! Believe it or 
not, you're ftyiny a Way on a 
Winy and a prayer With 
faith, hope and love to share. 
We are so proud of you. And 
remember, "alt you need is 
deep Within you Waitiny to 
unfold and reveal itself." 
Alt our loVe, Mom & Dad 
Eddie Gaffney 
OUR GREAT FROGGER HAS 
GRADUATED! 
We’re Very proud of you! 
LoVe, 
Mom, Dad, Colleen, Chris & 
Jiiatei Marc 
Adam R. Guest 
Adam, Conyratulations! We always knew you could do 
it and our faith Was not misplaced. From your first 
moments you have brought us immeasurable joy, 
laughter, and loVe. May your future hold the same for 
you. May many years of success, accomplishment, 
good health, humor, and loVe be yours. This is our Wish 
for you. 
With alt our loVe, Mom, Dad, Jacgui, & Robyn 
Glen HorVath 
LoVe, Mom, bad, 
Craig, Grandma, 
Sc Grandpa 
Glenn, HoW you've grown! Continue gour 
journey...Set your goats. Take pride in 
everything you do. Strive for personal and 
professional 
success. Maintain 
your dignity. IVe 
are so proud of 
you. Continue 
teaming! 
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Tiffany April Victoria bubina 
Dear Tiffany April Victoria: Mow and Dad Want you to 
knout We enjoy in sharing our enthusiasm and great 
pleasure in recognizing your outstanding Work and accom¬ 
plishments on your Well- earned degree, l/ou deserve 
praise for your hard Work and diligent studying. This 
degree Will certainly enhance your opportunities and We're 
confident you Will keep up your challenges. Our blessings 
and prayers go 
With you as you 
face new 
challenges in a 
career or in your 
continuing 
scholastic 
achievements. 
May your hard 
Work and 
courage carry 
you far in this 
World. We’re so 
proud of you. 
LoVe, 
Mom & Dad 
Caitlin Mary Fahey 
To "our never fully dressed Without a smile" 
girl, "Cherish your dreams, hold tight to your 
ideals, march boldly to the music only you 
can hear. Great lives are made by moViny 
foWard never by lookiny back. " l/ou are a 
Wonderful dauyhter, understandiny sister, 
toViny Godmother, and most cariny friend. 
)/ou briny joy 
to our lives. 
We're so 
proud of you. 
We toVe you. 
Mom & bad, 
Jack & 
be Ann, Tim 
& Colleen, 
Ashley 
April Nicole Gentes 
April, We Watched you grow 
from a baby to a little girt, from 
grammar school to high school, 
and now graduated from college. 
l/ou are our "angel from heaVen" 
and a leader in everything you 
do! l/ou did it! We loVe you! 
Reach for the stars! 
LoVe It-eVa, 
Mom & Dad 
Colleen E. Graham 
We are so proud of all 
your hard Work! So 
much fun to Watch you 
yroW. you’re such a 
Wonderful dauyhter. We 
loVe you dearly. 
Mom & bad 
Matthew Edward 
Guida 
Dear Matt, We are so proud of 
you! \/ou have used your gifts 
of determination, caring, 
sensitivity, loyalty, and 
Wonderful sense of humor to 
become the person you are. 
The World is Waiting for you! 
Any goal is yours. We are so 
proud of you! 
LoVe, Mom, Dad, Tom, & Beth 
LoVe, 
Mom, Dad, Taryn & Jared 
Haley Hamlin 
Haley, Happy graduation! 
We know you’d be missed 
at Assumption, but We’re 
happy to have you home 
again. We’re Very proud 
of you. 
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Emily S. Farrell 
So proud to say "daughter” 
So happy to say "friend” 
Thanks for all that you are to we. 
Never forget hoW much you are toVed. 
Mom 
Heidi M. Hanlon 
Congratultions on your gradua¬ 
tion from Assumption College. 
\/ou forked hard both academi¬ 
cally and athletically, you 
grew a lot and hade a lot of 
nice memories to cherish With 
new friendships gained. The 
field hockey team With all their 
accomplishments Was a 
pleasure to Watch which We Witt 
miss. 
Jeff Herotd 
Congratulations on your 
graduation from college. 
We’re so proud of you 
and the Wonderful 
person you are. 
All our loVe, 
Mom, Dad, Tom, Karen, 
Stephanie & Kenny 
Michelle Kim her ty 
Hebert 
When you Were born We felt truly 
blessed. Throughout your 
accomplishments you have 
always made us proud, you 
always persevered when times 
Were tough now you have been 
rewarded for all your hard Work 
and extra efforts, you’ll make a 
Very special teacher! 
Congratulations graduate! 
LoVe,Mom, bad & Jeff 
Scott Vincent 
William Hopkins 
Scott, What a smile! Thanks 
for all the memories! May 
God bless you always With 
happiness, good fortune, and 
much lode as you "sail- on" 
in your future! 
All our lode foreder! 
Mom & Dad 
your first educational 
experience at 3 years of age. 
Lara Louisa lacomino 
“Success is the crown of 
persederence." Congratula¬ 
tions Laura! We’re so proud 
of the Wonderful person 
you’de grown to be. We 
Wish you a future filled 
With God’s special 
blessings. 
All our lode, Mom & Dad 
Sherry Jones 
Sherry, We Were proud of 
you then and We are so 
proud of you now. you'de 
always been our princess, 
and We Wish you much 
success and happiness, you 
Will always be our Little 
Star! 
We lode you, 
Mom & Dad 
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Tara Kangiser 
Tara, We are so proud of you. Vou’de always set 
your goals higher than your reach and that is Why 
you hade become the special, self-sufficient, 
independent person you are today. We Wish you alt 
the 
success 
and 
happiness 
through¬ 
out your 
future. 
We lode 
you. 
Lode, 
Mom & 
Dad 
Jane M. Kelley 
We are ad so proud of you, 
Jamie. \/ou persevered despite 
it ad. Dad is Watching over 
you and is proudest of ad. 
'Who loVes you the best?" 
Ad our loVe, 
Mom, Cathleen & Douy, Tom & 
Lisa, Joe & Julie, Tricia <£ Jim, 
Christina, Pamela, Brianna, 
Kevin, Alyssa, Lauren, 
Victoria & Molly xo 
Sarah P Kemp 
Dear Sarah, We are ad so 
Very proud of you. \/ou have 
Worked Very hard to achieve 
the many yoals you set for 
yourself years ago. Today, 
We look back at our little girl 
and see What a Wonderful 
Woman you have become. 
Congratulations! 
LoVe you always, 
Mom & Dad 
Petwka Kamerkar 
Best Wishes for a 
happy and successful 
future filled With 
sunshine and stars. 
Aee Baba AsaVari, 
Ajee & Anna 
Jamie L. Kasbarian 
Jamie, Here you are pictured 
graduating from nursery school. 
Time has passed by so quickly. 
We are so proud of what you 
have accomplished. Everytime 
We look at you We enjoy the 
kind of person you've become. 
Congratulations!!! Never lose 
sight of your dreams. 
LoVe, Dad, Mom, & Hank 
Christopher Ktier 
We Watched you grow like a young tree grows, pou 
Were nurtured When young, pou Were exposed to all 
the elements of life. There Were beautiful sunny days 
and there Were cold and stormy nights. Vou hade 
faced the element like the trees in nature and you 
hade become strong and resilient. Today We are 
proud What you are and strong a person you can be. 
We lode you for it 
and Wish you speed 
through the rest of 
life's journey 
Lode always, 
Mom & Dad 
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Anthony DiBenedetto 
\/ou have grown from a child that We toVed 
to a person vVe are proud to know. 
Kristen Ann Klimaj 
Kristen, We ufish ijou alt 
the joy graduation day 
can ho(d, all the tuck the 
years can briny, all the 
happiest things in life, alt 
the best of everything. 
Congratulations! We are 
so proud of you. 
Lode, Mom, bad, & Scott 
Amanda K. LaBranche 
Amanda- From the moment of 
your birth, you hade given us 
great joy. l/ou'Ve Worked hard 
and achieved much. The future is 
yours to behold. Grasp it and 
soar. Go out into the World and 
spread your enthusiasm for life. 
Our hearts are bursting With loi/e 
for you. 
Mom & Dad 
Alison L. Giaimo 
To our Wonderful daughter 
Alison, We lode you more than 
Words can say. It seems like 
only yesterday you Were 
graduating from nursery 
school. We saw you grow 
from a dear tittle girl to a 
todety young lady. Best 
Wishes for a Wonderful future. 
Lode always, Mom & bad 
To My precious niece, 
Alison, who I closely 
Watched grow up from a 
beautiful baby to a fine 
young Woman. I lode you 
more than life itself and 
Wish you only the best in 
your future endeadors. 
All my lode, Auntie Alice 
Michelle Marie Latorraca 
Even as a toddler, it Was evident that you Were 
destined for bigger things. The best is yet to 
come— Congratulations on your achievement, 
l/ou Will always be our sunshine!! 
With all our loVe, 
Mom & bad 
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Cara A. Lambert 
Cara, We loVe you. )Jou 
are not only our dauyhter 
that has made us Very 
proud, but you are a 
Warm, intelligent, youny 
lady. Good Luck! 
LoVe, 
Mom & bad 
bade LaFleur 
bat/e, We are proud of you 
and your accomplishments. 
By your destination you 
haVe cleared the path to 
yreat success. Continue to 
believe in yourself. 
With all our loVe, 
Mom & bad 
Katie Leone si o 
Katie, We thouyht that anyone With such an aVant- 
yarde hairdo could never grow up to be a "stuffy" 
accountant! Both of us are immensely proud of your 
many accomplishments, l/our sense of adventure and 
yusto for life 
haVe yiVen you 
a unique 
character and 
the strenyth to 
succeed at 
whatever 
endeavor you 
choose. Rais- 
iny you has 
been a reward- 
iny adventure. 
LoVe always, 
Mom & bad 
Kristi Luetjen 
Kristi, Conyratulations on 
your yraduation from 
colteye. We know you Will 
be successful in whatever 
you do. We are so proud of 
you! 
Mom, bad & Peter 
Molly (Mary) 
Linnehan 
We loVe you- 
Mom & Dad 
Molly, We always knew you Would 
(jo places and you are on your 
Way! l/ou have Worked Very hard 
at Assumption and vVe are Very 
proud of alt your accomplishments. 
Most importantly, vVe are so Very 
proud of you! 
Tara Malcolm 
Oh, The places We’Ve been! 
Even the delivery room nurse 
predicted everything when she 
brought you to us and pointed 
out hoW you stood out in the 
crowd, you haVe entertained, 
surprised, humbled and taught 
us- and carVed out a place in 
our hearts that only you can 
_filL_ 
Jennifer Lynn Mara 
Jennifer, Conyratulations on your 4 
years at Assumption Colteye. We 
are Very proud of your many 
accomplishments. Over the years 
We haVe u/atched you yroW and 
mature into a responsible, level 
headed and deliyhtfully personable 
youny Woman. In the future We 
Wish you continued health, and 
happiness and much success. 
We loVe you. Mom, Dad & Brenda 
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SteCen Martin 
We are Very proud of you. 
l/ou haPe become a yreat 
young man. The sky is the 
limit in what you decide to 
do. With all the hard Work 
you’ve done you deserve a 
bright and happy future. 
LoVe, Mom, bad & Kelly 
Jenny Maurati 
Jenny, From 11 months and 
your first steps, you have 
grovVn into a beautiful young 
lady. Congratulations and iVe 
Wish you a Very prosperous 
and joyful life. 
We loVe you, 
Papa, Mama, Sabrina & Tony 
Alison E. McLauyhlin 
your Warm smile and heart have brought us such 
happiness through the years. We have shared together 
so many happy and memorable family moments. Time 
passes so guickty and our little girl has become a 
iVoman. your college graduation is a day We share your 
achievement. It iVas you iVho strived and accomplished 
this most 
important mile 
stone in your 
life, you haVe 
become 
everything a 
mother and 
father could 
ever hope for. 
LoVe, 
Mom & bad 
Lauren M. Manley 
Snoopy and the alligator pit, Little Red Hen, 
Annie, bumb bog, Lucy, braces Glasses Crutches, 
Thirty Tix Th icam ore, the Inn, Fort Wilderness 
busses, balloon Girl, Miss Emmy’s, Hit the Road 
Jack, Cinnamon, Ant blood, Side by Side, Ice 
Capers, Where did the time go}!!! We’re so proud of 
you, 
Lauren! 
We know 
you’ll be a 
success! 
Lot’s of 
loVe, 
Mom, 
George, 
Grammy, 
Grampy, 
Grampa, 
Joe & K.C. 
Karen McManus 
Hi Karen, 
I am Very proud of you. I 
knoiV that you iVill be 
successful as a journalist, 
best iVishes for a happy 
and regarding life. 
LoVe, 
Mom 
Emily E. Me Thail 
The past four years have come 
and gone, you’ve studied hard, 
now it's time to move on. you’ve 
got dreams to build and fortunes 
to make, but first take some 
time for a much needed break. 
U/e loVe you so much and you've 
made us proud, There’s only one 
thing left and We’ll shout it out 
loud- Congratulations! 
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Octatfio Melo 
Congratulations! \tou hatJe 
come so far and haVe grown into 
a respectable, young man Who 
We admire. We are so proud of 
you. Octavio, We hope that alt 
your dreams become a reality, 
and We loVe you. Good tuck. 
LoVe always, 
Mom, Dad & Elizabeth 
Michael P. O'Brien 
Don't ever give up your 
dreams... and never leave them 
behind. Find them; make them, 
and all through your life, 
cherish them, and never let 
them go. - Elisa Costanza 
Congratulations Michael, you 
continue to make us proud in 
everything you do. 
LoVe, Mom & Dad 
Meredith Ann Miller 
Meredith, 
So much to see, so much to do, So much adOenture 
Waiting for you. Don't eiler give up your dreams 
Metier teatle them behind, Dreams can often 
become a reality. We're With you alt the Way, in 
etlery Way to help you see your dreams come true. 
No matter 
Where you 
go, no 
matter 
What Will 
be- We 
Will 
always be 
here for 
you. 
Lotie, 
Mom, Dad 
& Todd 
Shannon Mission 
The day you Were born Was a Very precious moment in our 
lives. Since that day you have brought us many Wonderful 
memories. We are Very proud of you and all that you have 
accomplished. Shannon, our precious daughter, always be 
yourself, no matter What life sends your Way. Live every 
moment of everyday to the fullest. Never stop your guest 
to learn, 
Never be 
afraid to 
dream. 
Above all 
else, always 
stay as 
Wonderful as 
you are. 
Remember 
always, We 
loVe you Very 
much and 
Will be there 
for now and 
always. 
LoVe, 
Mom & Dad 
Shelley Kijek 
It seems like only yesterday 
When this picture Was taken. 
Time has passed quickly and 
noW you are a young Woman 
about to embark on your chosen 
career as a teacher. We are 
Very proud of you and Wish you 
success in this endeavor. 
LoVe, 
Mom, Dad, Missy & Jeff 
Elizabeth O'Connell 
Congratulations 
Elizabeth. 
We loVe \!ou! 
Mom, Bad, Bruce, 
Kerry, Sean & Danny 
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Peter Sal kins 
Peter, We are Very proud of you. May your future 
briny you as much happiness as you have brought 
to us. All our toVe, now and always. 
Mom, Dad, Terri & Laura 
Laurie Ann Oberg 
Laurie Ann, l/ou are Very special to us. We hat/e 
hatched you grow from a tittle rascal into a beautiful 
young Woman. l/our smile and compassion make good 
times better and difficult times easier. We respect 
your ncan do” spirit. It has helped you cope With 
recent adversity. 
This positive 
attitude Witt 
continue to serve 
you iVeil as you 
strive to attain 
future goals. We 
alt loVe you Very 
much and are so 
Very proud. 
LoVe, 
Mom, bad, Ann- 
Marie, Lady 
Meme, Uncle Joe 
Meghan Tara O'Connor 
We continuously have been 
impressed by the Way you have 
approached school, family 
Stfriends. i/our interpersonal 
strengths of respect, responsibil¬ 
ity & resourcefulness iVitl enable 
you to a successful career. We 
celebrate iVith you iVhere you are 
&vVhat you have become, you 
traveled your path Well. 
LoVe, Mom & Dad 
Faith M. O'Neill 
Faith, the loVe of our life, you 
Were always a good baby and 
didn’t try our patience too much 
during your teen years. Twenty 
years later you are in college 
and grown into a beautiful 
young Woman. We are 
extremely proud of you. 
LoVe you forever, 
Mom & Dad 
Jennifer O'Brien 
Jennifer; 
I hope life 
offers as 
much fun, 
excitement 
and 
challenge 
as you Wilt 
offer it. 
Lode you, 
Mom & 
bad 
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Jennifer Erin O'Neil 
Mom, bad, 
Kristen, 
Andrew, & 
Aunt Ellie 
Congratulations Jennifer. \Jou should he proud of your 
achievement. We certainly are. you haVe grown from a 
tout- headed toddler to a beautiful young Woman. More 
importantly, you haVe grown to he a truly good person, 
one who cares deeply for others. The road has not 
always been easy, hut you've managed to arrive at your 
goal. Now it’s time to embark on another phase of life, 
one that We hope Will he happy & rewarding for you. 
Remember, one 
day at a time- 
make the most 
of everyday- & 
keep smiling- 
always. We 
loVe you Very 
much. 
Sharon Ore fice 
Congratulations 
Sharon! We are all so 
proud of you. 
LoVe, 
Mom, bad, Brian, Gina 
& Toby 
Pamela H. Perfetuo 
Pamela Hope, We are so proud 
of your accomplishments and the 
Wonderful person you have 
become! you haVe filled our 
lives With loVe and joy and We 
know your future holds loVe, 
happiness, and success. 
Congratulations Pam-a! 
LoVe, 
bad, Mom, Jim, Mike & Matt 
Jason J. Ouartarone 
Well here's the graduate, ready to 
embrace the real World. His 
flamboyant personality is ex¬ 
pressed in his kind Winning smite. 
Jason, is intelligent, Witty, and 
strives to become the best. He 
treasures friendships, his dog, and 
his published poems Written in 
grade six. We’re so proud to be his 
parents. 
Laura Ramsdelt 
Laura, 
When you Were born you 
Were a beautiful addition to 
our family. NoW that you are 
a Woman you are a beautiful 
addition to the World. 
LoVe, 
Mom, bad, Bobby & Chris 
Grey Pappas 
Greg- you’re as cute & sweet & precious & 
loveable today as you Were twenty years ago! 
you’re the light of my life- my pride and joy!! I 
Wish you success in all you attempt to accomplish 
and hope that all of your dreams come true! Most 
of all, I Wish you loVe and happiness always! I 
couldn’t be more 
proud of you and 
everything you’ve 
done! 
Congratulations 
to you on your 
graduation and to 
the Whole of 
Assumption 
College Class of 
1999!!! 
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Christopher 
Richardson 
Christopher, We are so 
fortunate to have shared the 
last tWenty-tWo years With 
you. May God always keep 
you in the palm of his hand. 
We loVe you, 
Mom & Dad 
John V. Sartori Jr. 
John, you haVe always made 
us proud of the Way you haVe 
conducted your life. 
Congratulations on a job tied 
done. We are Very proud of 
you and your 
accomplishments. 
LoVe, 
Mom, Pad & Lisa 
Cristin R. Ouagliarod 
Cristin, “Celebrate your own special spirit. Listen to the 
great Wisdom of your heart... Follow your passions. Reach 
out to your kindred spirits... Nurture the soul. Believe in 
your dreams... Trust the Wind beneath your Wings." 
Laurel Bure ft. Congratulations Cristinf We are so proud 
of you and all that you have become and accomplished. 
We Wish 
you all the 
happiness 
that you 
have given 
us over the 
past years 
and the 
success 
that you 
deserve. 
We loVe 
you, 
Mom, Dad, 
Bob 
& Grandma 
Jessica Quinn 
Jess, Since your happy days as a baby you have 
brought us so much joy. you hade given us so 
many things to be proud of and graduation from 
college is the latest in a long line of success. We 
know hoW hard you hade Worked over the past (our 
years preparing for a rewarding and stimulating 
career. Congratulations on your graduation from 
Assumption. 
We lode you 
and Wish you 
the Very best 
that life has to 
offer. \/ou 
always have 
and continue to 
"Light Up Our 
Life." 
LoVe, 
Mom & Dad 
Kirsten A. P. Scott 
Congratulations! you've 
Worked hard, helped others, 
and made us Very proud of 
you! We're sure you'll 
succeed at whatever you 
choose to do! 
LoVe, 
Mom, Dad, Ken, & Charlie, 
too 
i 
Karen Lynn ShaW 
"For I knout the plans I haVe for 
you," declares the Lord, "plans to 
prosper you and not to harm you, 
plans to git/e you hope and a 
future," Jeremiah 29:11. Karen, 
ute are so proud of you! Con¬ 
gratulations on your graduation. 
We loOe you, 
Mom, Dad, Tracy, Jon, Debbie, 
Scott 
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Jonathan Short 
Jonathan, l/ou continue to make 
us proud of you. FofloiV your 
dreams and use your talents 
iVell. We loVe you, forever and 
ahvays. l/ou Will always be our 
super- hero! 
LoVe, 
Dad, Mommy, Jeffrey, 
Janna Beth & WidovV 
John Silk 
John; We are so proud of 
you. We know that you'll 
he successful in all your 
endeavours. Good Luck! 
LoVe, 
Mom, Dad, Erika & 
Shauna 
Danielle Russo 
Congratulations to our princess Danielle. We 
are so proud of you. May your future be 
blessed With alt life's best. 
LoVe, 
Mom, Dad & Jay 
SteVen Spar 
SteVen, \/ou have made us proud parents since the 
day you Were born. Alt through school, and now 
through college and into grad school, you have 
continued to be alt We could have hoped for in a 
son. May you always enjoy health, success, and 
riches in 
life that 
you so 
diligently 
Worked for 
and de¬ 
serve. 
LoVe, 
Mom & Pop 
Tara StaVin 
Tara, We are Very proud of you 
and all the hard vVork you have 
done. Where have alt the years 
gone) i/ou have become a 
beautiful ufoman u/ho has 
accomplished outstanding 
goals. May the future hold 
iVonderful things for you. 
LoVe, 
Mom, Dad & Erin 
Deanna T. Smiddg 
Congratulations Dee! May 
all your life be filled iVith the 
same loVe, happiness and 
pride you've given us. Never 
stop reaching for your 
dreams! We’re so proud of 
you and loVe you Very much. 
LoVe you aUvays, 
Mom & Dana 
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Jill Spagna 
Jilt: Listener, friend, healer, 
sage, sister, God's gift to aft. We 
Wish gou the jog, serenitg and 
lode gou so freelg give others. 
Celebrate gour talents and 
success. Listen to gour heart, for 
it is Wise. Mag the sun shine 
alwags on gour smiling face. 
Lode, 
Mom & Dad 
Althea Stephens 
Althea, We are Very proud of 
you and lode you Very much, 
you took the bull by the horns 
and rode towards your 
dreams. Although the rest of 
the ride Will be tough, you 
Will come out a Winner. 
Lode, 
Mom & Dad 
A mg Underwood 
Congratulations!! 
We hade 
always 
been proud 
of you. 
We lode 
you. 
Nicole St. Gelais 
Look out World here she comes! 
Nicole, gou hade alwags made 
us derg proud of gou. We are 
derg fortunate to hade a 
daughter tike gou. Keep setting 
gour goats & striding toward 
them. l/ou can do whateder gou 
put our mind to. 
Lode, 
]Jour Proud Famitg 
Sarah F. Thidierge 
Wishing you the Very 
best in all you do . 
Lode, 
Mom, Dad, Jen, Cteo 
& Sammy 
Kerri A. Timmins 
"Mag the luck of the Irish 
possess gou. Mag the dedit fig 
off With gour Worries. Mag God 
bless gou foreder and eder." The 
most precious gifts We Wish for 
gou todag & alWags are the 
things gou hade giden us, 
happiness and lode. 
Congratulations. 
Lode, 
Dad, Mom, Kedin & Erin 
Dina E. Turrit I 
Our Wishes are simple: 
That Dina hade a 
happy, healthy life and 
make the World a 
better place. 
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Jaime E.. Wight 
Congratulations Jaime! We are so proud of you and 
your accomplishments. It has been a joy Watching you 
grout & dedelop into the caring, lotting & thoughtful 
person you hade become. May your smile & delightful 
personality continue to accompany you through life’s 
challenges. 
Knout that you 
can alutays 
rely on us for 
lode & sup¬ 
port. With 
pride in our 
hearts, ute 
celebrate your 
graduation. 
Lode, 
Mom, Dad, 
Kathryn & the 
extended 
family 
bagna M. 
Van Star com 
\/esterday you graduated 
kindergarten. And a feu/ short 
years later, you are graduating 
college. Over the years changes 
occurred, but some things did not, 
our lot/e for you and hoW proud you 
make us. Congratulations Dayna & 
thank you for being our daughter... 
With AH Our Lot/e, 
Mom & Dad 
Christine Veltri 
Chrisie, 
your smile lights up the 
stage, our lides, the 
World! 
Congra tulations ! 
We Lode you, 
Mom & Dad 
Joseph T. Zito 
“you hade brains in your head, you hade feet in your 
shoes, you can steer yourself in any direction you 
choose, you're on your oidn. And you know What you 
know. And yOU are the guy idho’tl decide Where to 
go!” -Dr. Seuss 
Congratulations, Ted, on all your accomplishments! 
May you experience all the happiness, lode, and pride 
in your life that you hade giden us. 
With all our 
lode always, 
Mom, Dad & 
Juj 
Danielle R. WeaOer 
Dad 8t Jeffery u/ould be so proud 
of you & all you'de accomplished. 
We'Ve had a lot of ups & downs 
Danielle, but you've kept me 
going, i/ou should take great 
pride in the young Woman you've 
become. I'm glad I have a 
daughter tike you. 
LoVe Forever, 
Mom 
Paul Wile 
Paul, 
Wishes can come true 
With hard Work and 
dedication. 
Congratulations! 
We Wish you lots of 
success... 
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John IV. l/ouny 
Congratulations Jack, 
We’re all proud of your 
accomplishments and iPish you 
the best for a bright future in 
the "real World. ” 
LoVe Always, 
Mom, bad, Margot & Jamie 
Kerry L. Connolly 
Kerry, We are Very proud of the 
outstanding young Woman you 
hatfe become. l/ou have touched 
our lives With your beautiful 
smite, your Winning spirit & your 
compassionate nature. We know 
you Wilt succeed in making alt of 
your dreams come true. We toVe 
you Very much. 
Mom, bad, Matt & Justin 
Courtney Neat 
Courtney, i/our mother and I are Very proud for all that 
you haVe accomplished. l/ou are a Wonderful daughter, 
a loyal friend, and a hard Worker, l/ou may not know 
hoW much We toVe you until you have children of your 
oWn. What you may have interpreted as meddling in 
your affairs Was our loVe for you. Believe in God, and 
never say "It 
can't be done," 
for you are one 
of those rare 
people Who 
can do the 
impossible. 
We Will have 
one of our 
most important 
dreams 
fulfilled When 
you and your 
brother 
graduate this 
year from 
college. 
“ l/ou (eat/e home to seek your fortune and\ When you 
yet it, you yo home and share it With your family. ” 
Anita Baker 
To all our family and friends you have guided us and encouraged us to 
follow our dreams. It is because of you that We have found our fortune. 
Thank l/ou. 
We loVe you, 
Class of 1999. 
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“Life is a continuous process of living and learning, longing 
and losing, with loving and laughing filling the gaps in 
between. ” 
To all my friends, especially the “Hill” girls: 
Thank you for all the laughs, jokes, and pranks, 
Thank you for listening and for your shoulders to cry on, 
Thank you for the study parties and the study breaks, 
Thank you for the road trips and the late night drives, 
Thank you for making classes and labs bearable, 
Thank you for making this a wonderful year. 
Here’s to another two wonderful years!!! 
s* 
To Kristen and Kara: 
It has been a lot of fun working on the yearbook with the two of 
you. Thank you for all your help, and I will miss you next year! 
To the Class of1999: 
v Congratulations and Good Luck with all that you do!!! 
Love, Christine 
L#& 
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The Heights ‘99 yearbook wouldn’t have been possible without the 
help of all it’s contributors and staff who dedicated their few free hours to 
putting this book together. Thank you to all of you who have had a hand in 
its making. Kristen, you have amazed me. Creating this yearbook has been 
a full time job for you. I don’t know how you did it. We are all grateful! 
Thank you everyone and congratulations. 
“It takes a thousand voices to tell a story.” 
“Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for a 
while and leave footprints on our hearts, and we are never, ever the same.” 
“The strongest foundation for one’s life and conerstone for reality is 
often a dream. ” 
“There are high spots in all our lives, and most of them come about 
through encouragement from someone else.” 
“Do not be disappointed if you have failed to change the world; Be 
inspired if you have lightened even one person’s burden for one moment.” 
“All you need is love.” -John Lennon 
Keri Jackson 
Mom, bad, Petey, Nana, & borito, Thank you so much for everything you 
haVe done for me. I can not believe that College is over, it has ftoWn by so 
fast. Well I made it With flying colors. I Witt miss you guys but you’ll always 
be in my mind. Petey- I miss you but good luck in everything you do!! 
bye 4/C it has been real. Michelle-butt dance, boys in boxers, Erica & 
Michelle- the fun room, lets regroup, can We go tanning?, peeing on the iVall, 
the best bj's at 4/C. gym anyone?, Charties’s angels. Sandra-bon’t forget I’ll 
protect you. babara-l/ou have been such a good friend to me. I iVill miss you 
so much! The big E, (rats!!! best Wishes to all my friends. I hope your life is 
fitted With success and happy moments. I vVitt never forget both the good and 
bad moments We have experienced. 
I Will miss you guys! 
brian-There are so many memories that We have shared together. Maine, Perkins 
CoVe, Hurricane, jacuzzi, Lighthouse Inn, Nubble Light, 4 1/2 pound lobster (I’am 
so full), Can We go fourWheeting? Fatting off of the snowmobile in the lake! (4 
times), carving pumkins, apple picking, Copra (can I haVe one), my first legal 
drink, driving me to the hospital, red cigarrett boat, fixing your boat, purple rose 
bush, hardships, Our first Valentines bay With brandy. The Tequitta night, ops- 
bang. We have enjoyed so many things together. I Will never forget alt of the sup¬ 
port you have given me!! Thanks for everything bams. 
I loVe you. LoVe, Pebs 
Thank you to everyone that has made the 1999 Heights Yearbook possible. We 
could not haVe done it Without you. 
Kara Codinha 
business Editor 
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As we put the finishing touches on this book, it has occured to 
me that more people than I can count have helped to make this book 
possible, and it is time I thank some of them for it. First to my 
editiors, Kara, Keri and Christine, you guys have been great. Your 
dedication has been beyond anything 1 could have imagined. To the 
rest of my staff, Shannon, Jennie, Dawn, Danielle, Karen, Courtney, 
Meghan, Marissa, Dina, and Julie, we did it. 
Joe, as always you were my savior. Thank You for everything 
you have done for us. I don't think you know just how much your help 
was appreciated. 
To my roommates, Jennie, Shannon, Jill, Cara and Tammy, 
thank you for listening to all my boring yearbook stories. The time we 
spent together was great. I will treasure it always. To all the boys in 
6R, Jarrod, Mike, Steve, Joe, Ted and Sean, thank you for your 
supoort. Your friendship has meant the world to me. 
To Kevin, you know how great you've been. I don't think 
I have to tell you. Just know that you mean more to me than 
you know. Thank you for everything you have done. Also, to 
the rest of “the hoys," enjoy your senior year. I will miss all of 
you. 
Thank you to my family. The help you have given me 
all four years has not gone unnoticed. I love you! 
Finally, Class of ‘99, this book is for all of you. 1 hope it 
will help you remember the times we shared together. Good 
luck in everything you do. 1 will miss you all! 
Kristen Klirnaj 
Editor - in - Chief 
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Amy E Burke 
20 Ridge Road 
Walpole, MA 02081 
Kerry L. Connolly 
Torrey Pines 14-201 
Denver, CO 80231 
Amy-Lynn Darmos 
58 Soundview Avenue 
Shelton, CT 06484 
Mike J Anderson 
142 Whitcomb Avenue 
Littleton, MA 01460 
Michael Beshiri 
59 Dodge Road 
Sutton, MA 01590-3838 
Deirdre Burke 
47 Brookdale Circle 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Jessica C. Conte 
221 Massasoit Road 
Worcester, MA 01604 
Jodi DeBaggis 
5 Laconia Drive 
Clinton, CT 06413 
Edward Andreozzi 
25 Red Cedar Lane 
North Providence, RI 02904 
Christopher M. Bibo 
90 Geiger Drive 
Tewksbury, MA 01876 
Megan L. Caci 
11 Arbend Circle 
Bellingham, MA 02019 
Nancy M. Conway 
151 Mystic Street 
Medford, MA 02155 
Jennifer I. DeBurro 
2 Ponderosa Avenue 
Methuen, MA 01844 
William Armstrong 
69 Kenyon Road 
Cranston, RI 02910 
Heather Bish 
766 South Street West 
Warren, MA 01092 
Luigi M Calabrese 
1591 Litchfield Road 
Watertown, CT 06795 
Andrew R Cooper 
7402 Maria Avenue 
Louisville, KY 40222 
Michele A Dejohn 
120 Gristmill Road 
Wethersfield, CT 06109-3649 
Caitlin J. Arnold 
116 Signal Hill Drive 
Dennis, MA 02638 
Jessica Blades 
74 Deer Run 
Avon, CT 06001 
Marybeth N Calise 
278 Richmond Parkway 
Kingston, NY 12401 
Sarah A. Cormier 
10 G H Wilson Road 
Spencer, MA 01562 
Stephanie DeLucia 
197 Peck Street 
Franklin, MA 02038 
Andreas Aros 
284 Edgewood Circle 
Southington, CT 06489 
Cristina M. Blanding 
27 Erica Drive 
Whitinsville, MA 01588 
Dianna L. Carboni 
124 Belair Heights 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Brian J. Costa 
101 Harrison Avenue 
Woburn, MA 01801 
Brian A. den Ottelander 
45 Milk Street 
Millville, MA 01529 
Ryan D. Arsenault 
2 Branch Street 
East Templeton, MA 01438 
Ryan T. Bleau 
64 Camelot Drive 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Robert Caron 
6 Wendover Road 
Holden, MA 01520 
Jeffrey L. Cotton 
19 Boyd Circle 
Marlborough, MA 01752 
David Del Gallo 
11 Green Street Court 
Hingham, MA 02043 
Jillienne S Aubin 
12 Brantwood Road 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Jodie L Blomquist 
12 Summerhill Avenue 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Karen B Castignoli 
19 Brown Street 
Andover, MA 01810 
Erin A. Cox 
5 Lovett Circle 
Oxford, MA 01540 
Jennifer DelPozzo 
276 Norfolk Street 
Canton, MA 02021 
Sorana C. Babau 
20 Abbott Street 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Kraig M. Bloom 
72 Lockwood Road 
Lynn, MA 01904 
Kelly C. Ceglia 
3 Redfox Lane 
Upper Brookville, NY 11545 
Jeffrey Cozzaglio 
19 Summer Street 
Adams, MA 01220 
Christopher S. DesJardins 
83 Sargent Ave. 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Dennis R. Baker 
54 Thomas Road 
Ashland, MA 01721 
Lizabeth L. Bobbi 
62 Miller Avenue 
Meriden, CT 06450 
Shelby E. Chandler 
35 Rockland Road 
Auburn, MA 01501 
Sean M. Cronin 
160 Crescent Street 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Anthony J. DiBenedetto 
36 Chevy Chase Road 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Carrie A. Baldelli 
3 Darling Way 
Douglas, MA 01516 
David J. Bonneau 
18 George Street 
Webster, MA 01570 
Jason Chavoor 
93 Venus Drive 
Worcester, MA 01605 
Joseph M Crowley 
20 Moray Street 
Lynn, MA 01904 
Chad DiBonaventura 
7 Piasta Road 
Dudley, MA 01571 
Karen Baldino 
5 Oak Street 
Watertown, CT 06795 
Brent R. Boucher 
264 North Street 
Manchester, NH 03104 
Marissa Cunnane 
150 Dodd Drive 
Holliston, MA 01746 
Jose A. Cruz Jr. 
P.O. Box 5297 UOG Station 
Mangilao, GU 96923 
Lisa DiStefano 
86 South Harbor Road 
Townsend, MA 01469 
Alissa Barnitt 
343 Spencer Road 
Oakham, MA 01068 
Chad J Boulay 
65 Edgewood Road 
Wayland, MA 01778 
Bridget O. Curran 
P.O. Box 596 
Groton, MA 01450 
Jennifer T Cummings 
1 Buckley Road 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Meredith L. Doherty 
7 Basswood Lane 
Andover, MA 01810 
Gaetana M. Barrett 
26 Yorkshire Terrace, Apt. #3 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
David M Breen 
399 Railroad Avenue 
Norwood, MA 02062 
Sean Curry 
2 Blossom Hill Road 
Winchester, MA 0189 
Shawn I. Curtis 
240 Mechanic Street 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Thomas J. Donnelly 
14 Sheldon Street 
Milton, MA 02186 
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Karen M. Doyle 
2 Ontario Street 
Worcester, MA 01606 
John Francis Fitzgibbons 
543 Route 197 
Woodstock, CT 06281 
Justin Geneau 
19 Nashoba Road 
Acton, MA 01720 
David W. Grimm 
325 Merriam Avenue 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Scott V. Hopkins 
5 Finne Road 
Johnston, RI 02919 
Daniel Dragonetti 
6 Arthur Street 
Worcester, MA 01604 
Amanda Flood 
56 Nancy Avenue 
Peabody, MA 01960 
April Gentes 
2 Deer Street 
Rumford, RI 02916 
Karen L. Grote 
38 Grant Street 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Lea Horan 
10 Crompton Street 
Worcester, MA 01610 
Tiffany A Dubina 
21 Pocahontas Drive 
West Peabody, MA 01960-3317 
Michael Flynn 
218 Coventry Lane 
North Andover, MA 01845 
Douglas A. George 
151 Roberts Road 
Rollinsford, NH 03869 
Adam R. Guest 
65 Sanderson Avenue 
Weymouth, MA 02189 
Glenn B Horvath 
23 Sylvan Avenue 
Metuchen, NJ 08840 
Daniel C Duncan 
57 Davis Street 
Quincy, MA 02170 
Keri Foley 
Charlestown Navy Yard 
Charlestown, MA 02129 
Chris Germain 
19 Thornberry Road 
Winchester, MA 01890 
Matthew Guida 
3 Marblestone Lane 
South Setauket, NY 11720 
Kathryn J. Hoye 
26 West Millbury Road 
Sutton, MA 01590 
Nicole Duplessis 
72 A Highridge Road 
Auburn, MA 01501 
Patrick J Foran 
Post Office Box 806 
East Dennis, MA 02641 
Alison Giaimo 
15 Valleybrook Lane 
North Haven, CT 06473 
Shweta Hakre 
#9 Beytias Land 
Belize 
Molly H. Hubbard 
610 East Street 
Middletown, CT 06457 
David Durocher 
23 Musket Road 
Plymouth, MA 02360 
Keith Forcier 
24 Lenox Avenue 
West Warwick, RI 02893 
Georgia Giamalis 
341 Griffin Road 
South Windsor, CT 06074 
Christina L. Hallissey 
9 Home Street 
New London, CT 06320 
Lara Iacomino 
PO Box 2781 
Setauket, NY 11733 
Ben J Dutton 
793 Salem St. 
N. Andover, MA 01845 
Stephanie E Ford 
26 Harwich Street 
Worcester, MA 01607 
Claudia Gil 
54 Laurel Street 
Somerville, MA 02143 
Michelle Hamilton 
287 Atlantic Street 
North Quincy, MA 02171 
Patricia G. Iacono 
635 Chestnut Hill Road 
Wakefield, RI 02879 
Shannon Dwyer 
7 Wyman Street 
Woburn, MA 01801 
Ryan P. Fortier 
42 Oliver Street 
Malden, MA 02148 
Tracey A. Gingras 
16 Upland Avenue 
Lunenberg, MA 01462 
Haley Hamlin 
35 Pond Lane 
Randolph, MA 02368 
Tammy A. Ives 
21 River Road 
Preston, CT 06365 
Evan A. Eichorn 
10 Bulkley Street 
Turners Falls, MA 01376 
David C. Franks 
79 West Street Apt 3G 
Worcester, MA 01609 
Erica L. Godin 
123 Lawrence Street 
Clinton, MA 01510 
Heidi M. Hanlon 
9 Cedar Street 
Milford, MA 01757 
Keri Jackson 
178 State Street 
Newburyport, MA 01950 
Joshua L Eldredge 
16 Edgemere Road 
South Dennis, MA 02660 
Marybeth Fraser 
432 Church Street 
Newington, CT 06111 
Kristyn E. Goehring 
142 Woodridge Road 
Carlisle, MA 01741 
Michael J Hargrave 
19 Powerline Drive 
Grafton, MA 01519 
Sherry A. Jones 
230 Merritt Drive 
Lawrenceville, GA 30044 
Beth A. Eldridge 
P.O.Box 231 
Mendon, MA 01756-0231 
Haley C. Fredrickson 
85 Prospect St., #2A 
Worcester, MA 01605 
Taryn D. Goguen 
229 Temple Street 
Gardner, MA 01440 
Amy L Hastings 
34 Wilbur Street 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Katerina H Kambosos 
1 Shawmut Street 
Worcester, MA 01609-3423 
Caitlin Fahey 
164 Connors Street 
Fitchburg, MA 01420 
Matthew D Freeman 
7 Circle Drive 
Wilbraham, MA 01095 
William B. Goldsmith 
63 Washburn Street 
Northborough, MA 01532 
Michelle K. Hebert 
5 Fernwood Drive 
Agawam, MA 01001 
Renuka U Kamerkar 
64 Hillside Drive 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Jessica A. Fairhurst 
4 Nikkie Terrace 
Ashland, MA 01721 
Amanda A Fritz 
7 Matthew Drive 
Littleton, MA 01460 
Alcaris Gonzalez 
C/O Oscar de la Renta LTD 
New York, NY 10018 
Tracy Heffernan 
54 Taplow Street 
Warwick, RI 02886 
Joshua W Kane 
4 Nobadeer Way 
Nantucket, MA 02554 
Nancy L. Fairweather 
48 Shore Drive 
Charlestown, RI 02813-2215 
Lisa M Furbush 
49 Crouch Road 
Amston, CT 06231 
Sarah J. Goodwin 
304C Providence Road 
South Grafton, MA 01560 
Keith Herman 
95 Messenger Street 
Plainville, MA 02762 
Raymond J. Kane 
30 Border Street 
Whitinsville, MA 01588 
Ryan C. Farias 
6 Blanchette Drive 
Marlboro, MA 01752 
Edward Gaffney 
44 Canterbury Road 
Berlin, CT 06037 
Corey Gorman 
P.O. Box 1082 
South Dennis, MA 02660 
Jeffrey M. Herold 
179 Tracy Drive 
Vernon, CT 06066 
Tara J Kangiser 
23 Rawson Hill Drive 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Emily S. Farrell 
30 Woodbine Drive 
Plymouth, MA 02360 
Jaime G. Gamache 
67 Archer Street 
Pawtucket, RI 02861 
Colleen E Graham 
27 Elmwood Road 
Littleton, MA 01460 
Stephen Hess 
208 New Meadow Road 
Barrington, RI 02806 
Michael P Karigianis 
29 Orient Street 
Malden, MA 02148 
Cheryl Finnegan 
3 Wyoming Avenue 
North Reading, MA 01864 
Luis Marquez Garcia 
210 Mountain Street 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Alessandra A. Graziani 
65 Ridge Road 
E. Longmeadow, MA 01028 
Patrick Hickey 
17 Homer Street 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Jamie L. Kasbarian 
116 West Union Street 
Ashland, MA 01721 
Sands Fish 
54 Flaxfield Road 
Dudley, MA 01571 
Dominic C. Gaudiano 
475 Staples Street 
East Taunton, MA 02718 
Shayna L. Greiner 
39 Prospect Street 
Millbury, MA 01527 
Sean R. Higgins 
11 Warwick Street 
Auburn, MA 01501 
Stephen J Kaszanek 
47 Richard Drive 
Hanover, MA 02339 
Ryan T. Fitzgerald 
45 Diamond Ledge Road 
Stafford Springs, CT 06076 
Ryan D. Gavigan 
135 Malabar Drive 
Westbrook, CT 06498 
Brian T. Griffin 
22 Milk Porridge Circle 
Northboro, MA 01532 
Michelle Hincman 
22 Putnam Lane 
Danvers, MA 01923 
Scott Kaufman 
23 Tattan Farm Road 
Worcester, MA 01605 
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Jane M. Kelley 
2 Austin Lane 
Foxboro, MA 02035 
Aida Lembo 
23 Woodleigh Road 
Dedham, MA 02026 
Brian Manning 
7 Bantry Road 
Southboro, MA 01772 
Karen McManus 
8 Arbend Circle 
Bellingham, MA 02019 
Michael A. Mullen 
14 Wren Terrace 
Wareham, MA 02571 
Sarah Kemp 
425 Marshall Street 
Leicester, M A 01524 
John Leonard 
100 Jacobs Road 
Marlborough, MA 01752 
Lori M Manzo 
34 Seabury Lane 
Centerville, MA 02632 
Beth McNamara 
75 John Adams Drive 
Norwell, MA 02061 
Andrea Murphy 
22 Tallard Road 
Westford, MA 01886 
Shane Kendall 
63 Goodale Street 
Peabody, MA 01960 
Katie L Leonesio 
44 Highland Avenue 
North Adams, MA 01247 
Jennifer L. Mara 
17 Smith Street 
Waltham, MA 02154 
Jennifer S. McNerney 
5 Rice Road 
Auburn, MA 01501 
Mary M Narkevicius 
16 Dublin Street 
Gardner, MA 01440-2917 
Lisa M Kerber 
PO Box 547 
Clinton, MA 01510 
Jaimee L. Leroux 
47 Summer Street 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Rebecca L Marhelewicz 
82 Mason Street 
Palmer, MA 01069 
Gregory McNulty 
1 Ontario Drive 
Hudson, MA 01749 
Courtney Neal 
41 Chapman Street 
Putnam, CT 06260 
Kaitlin Kerrigan 
315 Ramblewood Drive 
Raynham, MA 02767 
Mary Linnehan 
64 Whitman Avenue 
Melrose, MA 02176 
Michael B. Marnoto 
4 Harrison Terrace 
Gloucester, MA 01930 
Emily E. McPhail 
44 Ellis Avenue 
West Bridgewater, MA 02379 
Anthony J. Niglio 
58 Jennifer Drive 
North Haven, CT 06473 
Michael Kidney 
47 Woburn Street 
Lexington, MA 02173 
Jeffrey J. Logee 
102 Gorman Road 
Brooklyn, CT 06234 
Peter M Marques 
5 Lebanon St. Apt. #5 
Worcester, MA 01603 
Nicole L. Meagher 
47 Partridge Street 
Gardner, MA 01440 
Albert T. Noble 
56 Bostwick Lane 
Chicopee, MA 01020 
Shelley Kijek 
42 Ramshorn Road 
Dudley, MA 01571 
Joseph D. Lombardi 
111 Fiske Hill Road 
Sturbridge, MA 01566 
Ingrid M. Marquez 
122 Mamey Street 
Rio Piedras, PR 00927 
Octavio Melo 
171 Sherwood Lane 
Raynham, MA 02767 
Nathaniel E North 
PO Box 721 
Brattleboro, VT 05302 
Christoper Klier 
102 Huckins Drive 
Quincy, MA 02171 
Kristi M. Luetjen 
61 Summit Street 
Newington, CT 06111 
Joanna Marra 
302 Boston Post Rd. #B9 
Malboro, MA 01752 
John F. Merrell 
100 Brookside Drive 
Suffield, CT 06078 
Brandice J. O’Brien 
22 Somerset Drive 
Avon, CT 06001 
Kristen A. Klimaj 
34 Forest View Drive 
Hope, RI 02831 
Michael Luongo 
19 Drury Lane 
Stoneham, MA 02180 
Steven Martin 
50 Brigham Street 
Hudson, MA 01749 
Sherri A. Mielnicki 
14 Loring St. #3 
Worcester, MA 01606 
David M O'Brien 
27 Arlington Road 
Melrose, MA 02176 
Kimberly Knapik 
37 Countryside Road 
N. Grafton, MA 01536 
Shauna MacSweeney 
55 Lila Avenue 
Medford, MA 02155 
Jenny Maurati 
15 Tahmore Place 
Shelton, CT 06484 
Grant Miller 
10 Longacre Lane 
Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Jennifer M. O'Brien 
33 Bella Vista Avenue 
Mansfield, MA 02048 
Michelle A Kozaczka 
256 Main Street 
Oxford, MA 01540 
Barbara J. Maclachlan 
52 Rudder Road 
Hyannis, MA 02601 
Shelly M. Maynard 
23 Franconia Street 
Springfield, MA 01108 
Meredith Miller 
54 Newell Avenue 
Bristol, CT 06010 
Michael P. O’Brien 
25 Scenic Drive 
Holden, MA 01520 
Amanda LaBranche 
64 Mullen Lane 
Dracut, MA 01826 
Lora A. Maffei 
9 Greenbush Road 
Worcester, MA 01604 
Jason D. McAllister 
824 Brighton Hill Road 
Minot, ME 04258 
Francis Milligan 
246 Porter Street 
Melrose, MA 02176 
Michael O’Brien 
10 Craft Road 
Natick, MA 01760 
David A. LaFleur 
9 Gary School Road 
Putnam, CT 06260 
John M Mahoney 
4 Paul Revere Road 
Hingham, MA 02043 
Kim McElholm 
PO Box 284 
Oxford, MA 01540 
Shannon L Mission 
2 Jeffery Drive 
Hampton, NH 03842 
Elizabeth A. O'Connell 
27 Arbutus Road 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Jamie L. Laderman 
274 Main Street 
Sturbridge, MA 01566 
Tara L. Malcolm 
11 Circle Drive 
Windsor Locks, CT 06096 
Kevin M McElmoyle 
9 Pinefield Road 
Readville, MA 02136-1925 
Danielle C. Molineaux 
1 Candida Lane 
Acton, MA 01720 
Meghan T. O'Connor 
26 Vineyard Road 
North Haven, CT 06473 
Cara A. Lambert 
105 Blackstone Street 
Manchester, NH 03103 
Mario A. Maldari 
79 Gates Lane 
Stow, MA 01775 
Sean J McEntegart 
22 Potter Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 
Maurice Monopoli 
17 Kenda Road 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Brendan M O'Donnell 
55 Coolidge Road 
Norwell, MA 02061 
Robert Lambert 
16 Kingdom Terrace 
Peabody, MA 01960 
Michael A. Mallone 
45 Chalon Road 
Trumbull, CT 06611 
Amy R. McKellar 
16 Mechanic Street 
Bath, ME 04530 
Cornelius W. Moore 
15 Rickbern Street 
Rye, NY 10580 
Jeanne K. O'Loughlin 
77 Oak Street 
Seekonk, MA 02771-5212 
Michelle Latorraca 
27 Burnham Road 
New Milford, CT 06776 
Mark Mamuszka 
80 Intervale Road 
Springfield, MA 01118 
Susan M McKeon 
Aspetuck Village 
Huntington, CT 06484 
Christine L Moran 
9 Bolton Rd 
Clinton, MA 01510 
Jennifer E. O’Neil 
54 Edgewood Drive 
Hampton, NH 03842 
Jarrod M. LeBlanc 
16 Donnelly Drive 
Lynn, MA 01904 
Corrado Mancini 
46 Cedar Knoll 
Torrington, CT 06790 
Nathan J. McKinley 
4649 Outlook Place 
Marietta, GA 30066 
Lynn F. Morrissey 
79 Century Way 
Gardner, MA 01440 
Faith M. O'Neill 
P.O. Box 441 
Laurel, NY 11948 
Matthew 1 LeBlanc 
205 East Street 
North Attleboro, MA 02760 
Lauren Manley 
66 Sycamore Street 
Holbrook, MA 02343 
Alison McLaughlin 
133 Lincoln Road 
Medford, MA 02155 
Brian M. Morse 
5 Comrie Road 
Auburn, MA 01501 
Laurie Ann Oberg 
7 Crossing Drive 
Scarborough, ME 04074 
Sharon Orefice 
26 East Road 
Broad Brook, CT 06016 
Janice A. Ramos 
93 Salisbury Street 
Dracut, MA 01826 
Caroline J Shea 
20 Authors Road 
Concord, MA 01742 
Michael Sweeney 
60 South Street 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Christine A. Veltri 
36 Partridge Drive 
Monroe, CT 06468 
Erin M. Paparo 
657 Foundry Street 
South Easton, MA 02375 
Laura L Ramsdell 
18 Lindor Road 
North Reading, MA 01864 
Erica Sheehan 
488 Kendall Road 
Tewksbury, MA 01876 
Julie Talbot 
39 Pickering Street 
Danvers, MA 01923 
Melissa Wallat 
475 Sterling Street 
Lancaster, MA 01523 
Susan E Papik 
68 Pentucket Avenue 
Lowell, MA 01852 
Matthew Ray 
123 Pearl Street 
Reading, MA 01867 
Jonathan E Short 
3 Ria Drive 
White Plains, NY 10605 
Sarah F. Thivierge 
24 Jefferson St. 
Newburyport, MA 01950 
Katie Walsh 
5 Sawyer Avenue 
Canton, MA 02021 
Greg Pappas 
44 Tall Timbers Drive 
Berwick, ME 03901 
Amy Richardson 
28 Monument Hill Road 
Chelmsford, MA 01824 
John M. Silk 
19 Ivernia Road 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Marysa Thomas 
26 Edgewater Avenue 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Quentin Walsh Jr. 
CMR454 BOX 2147 
APO, AE, 09250 
Joseph Parrillo 
14 Blueberry Lane 
Webster, MA 01570 
Christopher P Richardson 
26 Peabody Street 
Middleton, MA 01949 
Tara Slavin 
231 Davis Road 
Bedford, MA 01730 
Kerri A Timmins 
16 Linden Street 
Wakefield, MA 01880 
Sara Ward 
6 Greenfield Court 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 
Richard Parsells 
322 Howard Street 
Westwood, NJ 07675 
Tammy E. Rogers 
17 Deerfield Rd. 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Deanna T. Smiddy 
15 Hampshire Road 
Peabody, MA 01960 
Jason K. Toothaker 
60 Rustic Lane 
Portland, ME 04103 
Stephen M. Warner 
4 Fox Run 
Sturbridge, MA 01566 
Robert D. Pelletier 
706 Woburn Street 
Wilmington, MA 01887 
Thomas J. Romano 
211 Crest Street 
Wethersfield, CT 06109 
Jeffrey C. Smith 
PO Box 152 
Belmont, VT 05730 
Elizabeth Trovato 
3 Spring Valley Road 
Methuen, MA 01844 
Adam Wawrow 
977 Longview Drive 
North Attleboro, MA 02760 
Wendy Pelletier 
30 Clifton St. 
Worcester, MA 01601 
Jessica E. Rosenberg 
57 Camelot Drive 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Christopher A. Snell 
86 Parker Road 
Wakefield, MA 01880 
Nancy L. Tryder 
58 Southwick Road 
North Reading, MA 01864 
Danielle R Weaver 
5 Waterview PI 
Dedham, MA 02026 
Lynn Pellett 
54 Banner Road 
Gardner, MA 01440 
Tricia A. Rumery 
9-1 Rolling Hills 
Lenox, MA 01240 
Jason Sogard 
456 Taunton Street 
Wrentham, MA 02093 
Faith L Tucker 
139 Birden Street 
Torrington, CT 06790 
David J Weideman 
18 Trickett Road 
Lynnfield, MA 01940-2047 
Pamela H Perfetuo 
P.O. Box 91 
Marshfield Hills, MA 02051 
Danielle H. Russo 
15 Michael Road 
Revere, MA 02151 
Jill Spagna 
70 Shadow Lane 
West Hartford, CT 06110 
Sean M. Turnan 
10 King Court 
Leicester, MA 01524 
Craig D White 
4 Hayward Ave. 
Kennebunkport, ME 4046-7202 
Amybeth Perkins 
79 Lakeview Avenue 
Lowell, MA 01850 
Peter Salkins 
4 Granite Street 
Salem, MA 01970 
Steven Spar 
20 Plymouth Street 
Gardner, MA 01440-3641 
Dina E. Turrill 
10 River View Court 
Cheshire, CT 06410 
Jaime Wight 
29 Aldershot Lane 
Carlisle, MA 01741 
Matthew J. Perrin 
40 High Street 
Warren, MA 01083 
Allyson Sandberg 
1 Tara Lane 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Tammy L. Spiro 
2 Eddy Street 
Randolph, MA 02368 
Joseph F. Twomey 
131 Oliver Road 
Newton, MA 02168 
David Wilcox 
116 Plantation Drive 
Suffield, CT 06078 
Jessica Piekarski 
16 Park Pond Circle 
Wallingford, CT 06492 
John V Sartori 
7 Dell Street 
Malden, MA 02148 
Mary E Spofford 
49 Prospect Street 
Georgetown, MA 01833 
Amy Underwood 
447 Burncoat Street 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Paul Wile 
79 Hemmingway Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 
Michael B. Pogue 
10172 Shelldrake Circle 
Damascus, MD 20872 
Kirsten A. P. Scott 
14 Castle St. Apt. 3 
Worcester, MA 01610 
Nicole L. St.Gelais 
49 Cross Street 
Bellingham, MA 02019 
Brett M Vadnais 
83 Bradley Street 
North Adams, MA 01247 
Brooke Witkop 
131 Avebury Circle 
Boxborough, MA 01719 
Ann Przyborowska 
23 Forsberg Street 
Worcester, MA 01607 
Renata Serafin 
16 John Street 
Ansonia, CT 06401 
Althea Stephens 
31 Shaw Street 
Braintree, MA 02184 
Keith G. Vaidya 
811 Aldrich Street 
Uxbridge, MA 01569 
Julie Wright 
40 Gates Road 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Cristin R. Quagliaroli 
246 Russell Avenue 
Suffield, CT 06078 
Joseph M Serodio 
80 Bentley Street 
East Providence, R1 02914 
Katherine Stoehrer 
17 Westchester Drive 
Lawrence, MA 01843-3033 
Suzanne Valutkevich 
11 Driscoll Drive 
Framingham, MA 01701 
John W. Young 
96 Nashaway Road 
Bolton, MA 01740 
Jason Quartarone 
146 Chestnut Street 
North Andover, MA 01845 
Lauren L. Seymour 
81 North Street 
Agawam, MA 01001 
Karen M. Stoyanoff 
51 Zenith Drive 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Judith E. van der Linden 
3 Dorothy Avenue 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Joseph T Zito 
1 Jefferson Road 
Peabody, MA 01960 
Jessica Quinn 
14 Ivy Lane 
Wethersfield, CT 06109 
Alicia A. Shaheen 
10 Sandra Lane 
North Andover, MA 01845 
Andrea Svagdys 
49 Meadow Lane 
Whitman, MA 02382 
Dayna M. Van Blarcom 
80 Clinton Hill Road 
Wolcott, CT 06716 
Jamie P Raeke 
146 Nashoba Drive 
Marlboro, MA 01752 
Karen Shaw 
22 Marlyn Road 
Billerica, MA 01821 
Eileen Sweeney 
44 Brookfield Road 
Andover, MA 01810 
Nicole M. Vaughn 
9 Garry Drive 
Medfield, MA 02052 
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